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Editor’s Note
I am delighted to bring you the 2021 edition of Fine Print. I have worked 
on Fine Print for the past four years, first as board member, then as section 
editor, and now editor in chief. It’s truly been a joy to have been part of Fine 
Print, and seeing all the fantastic work done by the creative and talented 
people at Elizabethtown College has been my favorite part of the experience.
The past year has been challenging and difficult in many ways — there is 
no denying that reality. It will come as no surprise to anyone that the standard 
operations for running Fine Print had to change. We had to rethink how we 
did campus outreach, how editors and board members met, how we made 
edits and put together the layout. Some changes were easier than others to 
make, and the process wasn’t perfect. Nevertheless, we’ve managed to publish 
another issue of Fine Print, full of stories, poems, and art.
I am incredibly proud of and grateful for everyone on staff this year and 
the hard work they’ve all put into Fine Print. Despite all of the hurdles we 
faced over the last year, I knew that we would still make a good magazine. 
Everyone on staff met the challenge of producing this magazine during a 
pandemic head-on.
I must also thank all of the people who submitted their work to Fine Print; 
this magazine simply wouldn’t be possible without you. It’s not easy to keep 
creating in a year like this one, but I hope everyone who reads this issue of 
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The town was small,
not more than a single road heading nowhere fast and
chips of cement crumble off the old road with each step.
The road was built by those who crafted these homes,
maybe a hundred years ago?
The town was beautiful in the way it stood strong after all these years,
each night the homes seemed to swirl creating a mural of those who came before,
just like a stained-glass window in the front of a church.
I have always been a bird in the wind,
Flying from one thought to another
with these walls locking me in like a dove in a cage.
This place is the one that shaped me,
broke me,
tore me limb from limb as I tried to navigate this cold world.
So, I grew my wings and flew from the cage. 
The town was more than a cage,
to the new couple moving in down the road,
smiling as they navigated the bars it was a new beginning.
To the pregnant mother who returned home from work,
the cage was fit enough for a nest.
To the kids chasing each other as they returned from school,
the bars were simply a jungle-gym to climb on.
I looked around the cage that once locked me in,
and set down the key.
I do not need it anymore, 
I was leaving for good this time.
I smiled as I said goodbye to the walls that will never lock me in,
for I grew my wings,







There is a spot on my college campus where 
I enjoy spending my time. I have recently 
discovered it, and I have gone with friends a few 
times since. It is a balcony attaching two sections 
of the same academic building. There are three 
of these hidden balconies, one on each floor, but 
the third-floor balcony is my personal favorite. 
It is an old sort of bridge, at the top of three 
flights of grated steps. The kind of steps you are 
scared you will fall through. But it’s worth the 
risk. The balcony hides behind a white door with 
chipped paint, and as you walk onto the platform, 
it creaks beneath you. It is littered with rust, a 
sign of old age and many untold stories. It’s hard 
to describe much more, because I always go at 
night. This spot, this balcony, is a perfect spot to 
watch the stars. And that’s exactly what I do. On 
a clear night, I can look up from this balcony and 
see the hundreds of stars above me. Amongst my 
friends, who are casually conversing and taking 
in the bird’s eye view of campus, I silently stretch 
my face upwards and stare at the sky, as if the 
stars and I are having a conversation of our own. 
These stars, massive in size, look as if I could 
pinch them between my two fingers. In reality, I 
am a small part of something huge. From here, 
the sky and stars look as if they go on forever. 
***
Those who know me know I have a dog. They 
also know that I adore him. He has been in my 
life for as long as I can remember and has been 
a constant go to when I need uplifting, a big hug, 
or simply company. I recently began to notice a 
small tendency my dog has. When petting him, 
Infinity
Madison M. Fischer
I often times will sit on the ground. I will raise 
my hand to his head, scratch his ears, and pat his 
back. “Good boy,” I tell him, as I lower my hand 
back to my side. In one swift movement, he will 
regularly nuzzle himself in the space between my 
arm and the side of my body. Before I know it, 
my arm is back around him. I laugh to myself as 
I begin to pet him again. It’s the little things like 
this that remind me that my dog is going to love 
me forever. 
***
I danced for the last time with my studio 
during a warm weekend in July. Amidst 
restrictions and lockdowns, my teachers 
organized a safe outdoor recital for myself 
and my fellow dancers to participate in. 
Every year, the graduating seniors are able to 
self-choreograph a solo of their own, along 
with a small speech that is read before their 
performance. I, of course, took full advantage 
of the opportunity. I was dressed in a costume 
from a few years back, a white top with navy blue 
floral leggings. I made my way up the steps to the 
small outdoor stage, a quaint venue underneath 
a pavilion. Despite the lack of the common dark 
auditorium and bright lights, this setting still 
gave me the same rush of adrenaline. My dance 
teacher, one who has shaped me into the dancer 
and woman I am today, read my small speech. 
Tears rose to my eyes as I reached my starting 
pose. As I heard the cheers of my friends and 
family, and the music began, my face broke into 
the biggest smile. And I just danced. I didn’t 
care if I messed up, or if I missed a beat, or if 
I stumbled. I simply did the thing I loved for 
16 years. The thing that got me through the 
good and the bad. The song I chose is not only 
one of my favorite songs of all time, but it also 
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encompasses my love for the art. The title of the 
song? “Forever.”
***
If months trapped inside my house has taught 
me anything, it has showed me how much I 
love dinnertime. My sister, my parents, and I 
would put down our computers, log off of our 
virtual meetings, and gather in our kitchen. My 
mom would serve us a dish, usually something 
new and out of the ordinary, as cooking was 
her quarantine activity. Some nights it was jerk 
chicken, others it was egg rolls, and once it was 
salmon, but we soon learned that we should leave 
that to the professionals. We would each take 
our regular seat at the table, and we would begin 
telling one another about our days. We shared 
stories and laughs and enjoyed each other’s 
company. This was the part of my day that I 
always looked forward to. It was a time for us all 
to take a break, to decompress, and to simply 
spend time with one another. With busy school 
and dance schedules, on top of business meetings 
and company dinners, it was quite rare for the 
four of us to be able to eat all together. Our time 
in quarantine finally allowed us to do this on a 
daily basis. When I would hear my sister’s giggle, 
or my father’s jokes, or see my mother’s smile 
when I complimented her cooking, everything 
else went away. It was just us. Moments like 
these remind me that my love for my family is 
innumerable, forever.
***
The stars amaze me. How is it that I, 
a conscious, living being, can be a part of 
something so massive? Our world has its 
boundaries, but when we leave the earth, space 
goes on and on. As far as we’re concerned, 
it never ends. It’s this idea, this idea of never 
ending, that is quite astounding. Things can 
continue, or persevere, and never stop. The 
human mind cannot even comprehend it. We 
can innovate, we can build, we can simply live, 
and in reality, we are such a small blip on the 
radar of the universe. Maybe we are just a small 
part of something infinite. But at the same time, 
maybe we are capable of infinity too.
I lower my head, follow my friends off of the 
balcony, and make my way back to my dorm 
room. What’s next for me? Forever. 
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A Friend At Sunset
Tea Ceresini
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Beauty Shouldn’t Be Opinionated
Lucy Krug
BEAUTY SHOULDNT BE OPINIONATED
OR UP TO WHOS IN CHARGE.
YOUR BODY SHOULDNT be RATED
FROM BARBIE SIZE TO LARGE.
Your self WORTH DOES NOT
COME IN MUSCLE FORM.
remember that FANCY LOOKING YACHTS
ALSO GET STUCK IN THE STORMS.
YOU ARE NOT A VIDEO GAME
NOR A PERSON MADE OF STONE.
IF you WANT TO CALL ME LAME,
THEN JUST LEAVE ME ALONE.
BEAUTY SHOULDNT BE A LIE
OR SOMETHING WE CAN FAKE.
YOU SHOULDNT FEEL THE need to DIE
WHEN OTHERS ONLY TAKE
BECAUSE THEY DONT FEEL 
BEAUTIFUL—
THATS NOT YOUR CROSS TO BEAR.
JUST EAT SUGAR BY THE SPOONFUL
AND find a way to CARE
FOR THE PEOPLE WHO CANNOT see
THEMSELVES AS SOMETHING MORE
THAN SOMEONE ELSES PONY.
YOU ARE NOT A CARPET FOR your 
FLOOR
beauty SHOULDNT BE JUDGED
ON THE COLOR OF YOUR FACE.
AND IF YOUR FACE IS SMUDGED,
DONT LET THEM PUT YOU in THAT PLACE
OF FEELING LESS THAN WHAT YOU ARE.
BEAUTY ISNT how YOU LOOK.
BEAUTY IS UNDERNEATH your SCARS.
THE COVER IS NOT THE story BOOK.
SO PICK IT UP AND READ IT.
LOOK AT THE PAGES FULL OF ART,
AND SOON YOULL HAVE TO ADMIT
THAT BEAUTY lives INSIDE YOUR HEART.
BEAUTY ECHOES IN WHAT IS true, 




What if you woke in a different world? 
All your worries would dissolve and tumble 
in the wind as your mind and body begins to 
recognize the cold around you. What if Alaska 
is where you go? 
The pine nettles, the rocks, and all still 
forms on Alaska’s terrain would be frozen 
and tucked under a sheet of soft, cold crystals. 
As if wearing a pair of blue and black lenses, 
everything beyond the wet layer of your eye 
would have dark blue shadows over everything, 
lights dim. 
The water glints off the ethereal colors 
above, arching its back so water can slide more 
easily over the sharp rocks and jagged ice. If 
someone wanted to go to a place so exposed, 
so cold, and so surreal, this would be the place. 
Light pollution does not even cross the minds 
of the spruces lining the river, snow bites at 
the skin and surface of everything big and 
small, and the natural beauty of a world easily 
forgotten by man makes hot air escape your 
mouth, 
“Wow.”
As if the world could not get any heavier, 
your lungs are pushed towards the ground as 
the world around you pulses with a stillness so 
powerful, making the pumping of your heart 
the only thing that can be felt. It is as though 
this stillness is tangible and writhes around in 
every fiber of the universe around you. The 
fiber of the air, the humidity of water, the solid 
structure of rocks, and all the lines in between. 
Around the pulsing stillness is a mess of 
bramble and unruly frozen plants. Snow litters 
here and there amongst their branches making 
them look like the back of an appaloosa. 
People who come are only there for a 
glimpse into the eyes of mother nature and all 
the beauty she can create for herself. To see 
the bluish grey hue taking over the world as 
mother nature closes her eyes. The longer man 
is there, the more time they must destroy what 
they touch. It is a wonder kept to itself, for 
itself. Something with the primal urge to silence 
anyone who wants to use it. 
Your body jumps to life and the air shifts 
as a paw touches the snow close to you. A 
massive black wolf steps through the back of 
the figurative appaloosa, nose pointed to the 
sky and eyes sucking in any trace of light it can. 
Frost bites at the air inside your lungs as you 
put your breathing on pause when you notice 
its eyes. They are a solid black with ragged gold 
flecks floating in them, like black ice against the 
stark contrast of gold found by gold miners. 
You finally take notice of what the wolf is 
looking at and look up to see the sky opening, 
inviting the stars to a yule ball. As you stare 
into the universe above, you feel like you could 
simply fall from the spot you are sitting and 
dive headfirst into the sky as it presses down 
towards you, arching its back so its stomach can 
try to catch you. 
Finally, you feel your eyes sting at the 
corners and under your eyelids as the Alaskan 
wonder creeps into every fiber of your being, 
creating a pleasant kind of pain. Heaven and 
Hell mixes in the snow around you, digging its 
way into the atoms of your flesh, making you 







I find myself driving the backroads of 
my hometown more often than usual. With 
quarantine in effect and businesses closed, I go 
to the open road in search of solace and comfort 
from my incessant thoughts. As much as I wish 
the winding paths would take me to an unfamiliar 
city, I find peace of mind learning the twists and 
turns among the hills and valleys that surround 
me. Most of the time, I end up driving in circles, 
viewing the same Amish farms, cookie-cutter 
homes, and churches that Central Pennsylvania 
offers. But when I drive, I drive to see the rolling 
clouds against the baby blue sky. I drive so I 
can listen to nostalgic albums that remind me of 
my childhood; the songs awaken memories of 
simpler times with less responsibilities. I drive so 
I can be with my friends, so we can sing, laugh, 
and enjoy company that is genuine; the company 
I know I cannot find anywhere else. 
It was another Thursday in quarantine when I 
pulled out of the driveway at the right moment. I 
was not expecting to catch the sunset, but as soon 
as I turned to the open road, I stepped outside 
of reality. For nearly an hour, I drove without 
a truck tailing me to go faster or a car ahead of 
me killing my steady speed. I was alone with the 
setting sun; I was reveling in the beauty of the 
pink and blue sky. Watching the sunset as I drove 
and listening to “Sleep on the Floor” by The 
Lumineers, a sense of tranquility washed over my 
soul. My favorite lyric is a constant reminder of 
my dreams: “cause if we don’t leave this town, we 
might never make it out.” 
The natural views outside my car window 
beacon questions and evoke truths: Who am 
I? Who do I want to be? Am I happy with the 
person I am becoming? When I drive, I chase 
the sunset and the answers. When overwhelming 
thoughts about my future come as a fever, the 
sunset guides me to my destiny. When greed and 
selfishness overpower me, the songbirds sing of 
empathy. I listen and look. The clouds whisper 
secrets about inner peace. Despite being alone, I 
feel complete in moments like this: moments of 
clarity. While the heavenly sky and surreal clouds 
hear my questions, they do not answer. I know I 
must ultimately answer these questions myself.
Eventually, I will drive these backroads for the 
last time. Without realizing it, my friends and I 
might scream-sing our favorite song for the last 
time. Our precious moments upon the backroad 
will become distant memories of simpler times 
with less responsibilities. Like the sunsets, there 
are dreams to catch and other backroads to 
memorize. Will my friends right now be with me, 
learning and exploring these new lands? Will I be 
with new friends, who can show and teach me the 
way? In time, I will find my answers. I can find 
myself upon the open road. “Cause if we don’t 




A garbled jeweled gaze awaits me, 
swallowing me in a never-ending snow. 
It asks me: “Don’t you again wish to see your 
home?”
The hues are bleeding and drying together now,
streaks of watery paint across aging stone, 
the season soon blisters and leaves me with 
nothing to grow.
The sun is being engulfed by a curious owl,
the fog on the glass fractures but remains as still 
as the night, 
I fool myself into thinking that the stars still might 
glow.
“This tempo,” I beg as silence fills my ears, 
“Please don’t go.” This is an Eternal Winter.
The pangs of anger and ambition 
cloak me within their artifice,
shrouding my Soul 
in layers of bitter snow.
Oh fear! How you dance
between my consciousnesses.
Bare, belittling, I am a broken
red-breast. Behold! The attempts 
at survival: Singing, Dancing, 
Pretending. Wallowing within 
these weeping walls, constructed safety. 
The moon casts her shadow and 
a Divine Spirit finds me; she carries me





Drink in the celestial tears pooling up in your eyes,
Lie in fears tying you to the ground for a little while,
Smell the perfume of flowers in your lover’s hair and stop.
Love yourself in the day, 
When light can bounce from every corner and curve and crevice,
Listen to the soft vibrations of your name on another’s lips,
Leave and come back.






The wind caresses my cheek, playing with the 
long wisps of auburn hair that have escaped my 
braid. My eyes are liquid pools of ocean water, 
soaking up the sights before me. The bluff is 
open, empty. A single wildflower accompanies 
me in my solitude as I let the world move around 
me, without me. Silence echoes in my ears; the 
only whisper is found in the sound of the moving 
air. 
But the shouting. The shouting is not out there 
in the grasses on the bluff. No, the shouting is 
inside my head, growing faster than the trees 
that are dancing in the wind. It tells me that I 
am not enough. It tells me that I lie. It tells me 
that I cannot face the crashing waves of my own 
eyes without fear or shame. I guarantee that the 
solution to the shouting will never be a human. 
So, I come to this place where the silence 
surrounds me in an attempt to drown out the 
noise. 
Slowly, I glide across the ground along an old 
forgotten path. I stop at the edge of the cliff and 
stare at the churning sea below. Salt fills the air 
in my lungs and coats my tongue. I close my eyes 
and listen to the drumbeat of the waves against 
the rocks, pounding the shouting right out of my 
head. My heart begins to follow the rhythm of the 
water until I cannot tell the difference between 
the beating of my heart and the beating of the 
waves. 
I am not lost. I am on a journey to find myself. 
Refreshed, I walk back to the wildflower and 
sit down in front of it, letting awe consume me. 
How could something so small be so beautiful 
without any human help? We think we are so 
Lucy Krug
The Wildflower necessary to the process of preserving life, but what if we are simply here to experience it? Can 
we stop questioning our worth long enough to 
live? Or are we too caught up in the value of 
others? What are we looking for and why is it so 
hard to look our own problems in the eyes?
Suddenly, a shout rebounded through the 
open air, breaking my peace and shifting the 
rhythm of my heartbeat. I was no longer in sync 
with the drumming of the waves and wind, and 
the noise came rushing back. With a sigh, I cast 
one more searching glance at the tiny, majestic 
plant adorned by petals. As I stood to my feet, his 
shadow fell on me.
A hand caressed my cheek, tucking my hair 
behind my ear. Dark orbs of melted chocolate 
met my eyes as his gaze soaked up every inch of 
me. He reached down and picked the wildflower 
with a gentle smile on his face.  I swallowed hard 
and accepted the wildflower from his outreached 
hand. He turned to walk back to the house, but I 
turned back to the sea.
Running with the wildflower clasped against 
my chest, I choked back tears. At the edge of 
the cliff, I jerked to a stop. I stretched one hand 
out over the crashing waves and dropped the 
wildflower, watching it be absorbed into the chaos 
of the ocean surface. I took one step closer to the 
sea, and an arm wrapped around me, pulling me 
back. He thought I would jump.
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There are maggots in my brain.  At least, 
that’s what it always felt like to me.  Pulsing and 
writhing in a decaying, festering sludge of brain 
matter; so far gone that sometimes I can feel 
it oozing out from my ears.  They gnaw, and 
they chew, and they shit; stealing and dulling 
the pieces of me until one day there won’t be 
anything left.  I’m losing a war inside my own 
body, unable to fight an enemy which I can’t 
comprehend.  They’ve captured the limbic 
system and decimated the hypothalamus, taking 
my emotions and my ability to sleep down the 
toilet with them until all that remains is a cold, 
blank husk of whatever person I used to be.  
What was I like before the maggots?  I can’t 
even remember anymore.  Did they take that 
from me too?  Maggots, maggots, those fucking 
maggots!  
I want to bash my head against the concrete 
walls that surround me; feel my cranium 
crumple like wet clay beneath the blows until 
everything is finally over and I can sleep.  “To 
die, to sleep” and all that crap.  Hamlet’s a hell 
of a story, but he’s got his view on death wrong.  
It’s not romantic, it’s just a break.  A break from 
crushing school deadlines, people who only 
want to manipulate me, days spent alone in my 
room, lights off, agonizing over every little thing 
I’m not doing as my body remains cold and 
unmoving on my mattress, sinking a little bit 
further and further into my own head with each 
tick of the clock.  Bed bound, the maggots think 
me a corpse.  I can only agree. 
A Rather Depressing Memoir
Carly Sherba A loud shout from an angry father shatters 
the silence, shaking the house around me.  
What’s my crime this time, I wonder.  Using 
a paper plate instead of a real one?  Leaving 
a single can of soda out on the table to finish 
later?  Or is he just mad once more that I’m 
not the perfect, mild-mannered, heterosexual 
daughter he wanted?  Anger flares up inside 
me, the only emotion I’ve felt in a long time 
besides the hollow emptiness I spend most of 
my days in.  The expectations are ridiculous.  
Always having to behave like a little porcelain 
doll for my parents.  Never allowed to have 
emotions that upset their own.  Never allowed 
to object to being treated like a cheap toy for 
them to play around with.  Never allowed to 
act out because “there are people in the world 
that are starving, Carly.  You have nothing to 
complain about.”  Am I even human anymore 
if I’m not allowed to have my own thoughts 
and emotions?  Can one say I even truly exist 
at all?  Or am I just a knockoff imitation of my 
mom: tennis star, straight A student, bubbly 
and talkative with everyone.  It’s always been a 
facade.  I hate tennis, I hate school, I fucking 
hate people.  My parents know nothing about 
me.  I stopped telling them what really goes on 
in my day-to-day life years ago.  What happens 
when their perfect little mirror-image daughter 
is shattered?  I imagine I’d barely have time to 
pack my bags.  They don’t like what they don’t 
care to understand.
Responding to the yell is difficult.  My body 
refuses to move despite how hard I try to.  And 
my fingers feel miles away, unconnected from 
the rest of me.  I can only watch as they twitch 
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minutely.  One more thing for him to be mad 
about, I suppose.  The bed is simply too hard 
to get out of.  Besides, the maggots feel more 
like family than he does, than he ever has.  The 
constant fear and guilt that makes my hands 
shake at the slightest sign of danger is more like 
a mother than mine will ever be.  The perpetual 
lethargy like my closest sibling, telling me it’s 
not worth it to get up in the morning.  And the 
desire to run, to vanish from this world in one 
way or the other is a far more palatable parent 
than the disappointed father yelling at me from 
beneath the stairs.  These feelings raised me, not 
my flesh nor blood.  Something is wrong with 
this.  I know this.  But it’s hard to care when 
every nerve ending in my body is cold and dead. 
The maggots took my feelings and my memories 
year ago.  It’s easier that way.
***
It takes months before I google it.  There’s 
simply no time, and little desire to do anything 
but stay trapped in the constant loop of “there’s 
nothing wrong with me.  Everyone must feel this 
way.”  Rain is pounding against the two windows 
of my house’s computer room. The door is 
tightly shut; I made sure to lock it before I did 
anything.  I didn’t want anyone to walk in and 
I was tired of being yelled at.  The rain outside 
seems to fall harder yet.  The tiny words on the 
screen finally show me the truth.  
Symptoms include: lethargy, anhedonia, 
apathy,
Days passed by in a muted, timeless stretch 
of monochromatic colors.  What had happened 
yesterday again?  When was the project due?  
I couldn’t remember.  I didn’t care.  It didn’t 
matter anyway, did it?  Constantly cold, I felt 
like I was floating through the days, unaware of 
what was going on both inside and outside my 
head.  I didn’t feel, I didn’t see, I didn’t care.   I 
just wanted to sleep.  Maybe for forever.
Dissociation, anxiety, guilt,
When nothing matters, your brain tricks 
you.  You forget consequence, you forget reality. 
Hands are the worst.  Always shaking, heart 
always heavy in your chest.  Like a lead ball 
that’s seconds away from crashing through your 
stomach, ripping the blood and intestines free 
from your skin with it.  But on the really bad 
days, there’s simply nothing at all.  Just a strange 
floating sensation, a waking sleep paralysis in 
which your conscious is floating above your 
body; feeling an icy, heavy nothingness but 
watching yourself move and speak of its own 
accord.  It is you, but at the same time it is 
not.  You don’t remember forming words, and 
you certainly don’t feel any of your muscles 
moving beneath your flesh.  It’s always so damn 
cold and you’re able to recognize that what’s 
happening is terrifying, but you barely register 
any of it, if you even register it at all.  Like a 
video game character, you’re simply controlling 
an avatar in an attempt to complete the day’s 
quests: eat food, shower, do homework, go to 
bed.  Gain 10 experience.  I wanted to shut the 
game off without saving.  Sometimes I still do.    
Panic attacks, insomnia, lack of 
concentration,
When I finally regain feeling it comes all at 
once, crashing over me like a heavy wave.  And 
I can’t swim.  Never learned.  My fingers twitch 
of their own accord, and my body shakes.  Tears 
come streaming down my face, but I don’t know 
why I’m crying.  I don’t know anything.  The 
world around me vanishes until I’m left alone; 
a huddled mess, unable to catch my breath.  I 
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vomit on the carpet before falling over on my 
side, the collision undoubtably leaving a bruise 
on my hip.  Eventually I get up, trembling still, 
but able to use my arms and legs once more.  
I clean up the mess, not bothering to tell my 
parents what happened.  They don’t listen, they 
won’t ever do anything as history has shown.  
Remember when you fell down and blacked out 
one day?  And Mom still sent you to school.  
Or when you couldn’t feel your left leg at all 
for three days?   Mom still made you play your 
tennis match the next day.  I don’t sleep that 
night.  I haven’t slept in over two weeks.  I 
don’t sleep the next few weeks either.  I don’t 
understand how I can be so tired, but never 
able to sleep.  Every night, I lay in bed staring 
at the ceiling of my room, seriously considering 
committing arson on good old Talawanda High, 
just so I could get one day off to sleep.  Just one 
day.  Maybe I’d sleep better in prison.
Excessive hunger, loss of appetite,
God you’re hungry.  You go through 2 full 
packages of Oreos, a canister of Pringles, an 
assortment of Babybel cheese wheels and maybe 
a frozen Mac and cheese meal between lunch 
and dinner in only one day.  It’s not normal to 
eat that much, and you know it. So, you pretend 
that maybe you’re going through a growth spurt 
to justify just how much you’ve snuck into your 
stomach.  The remainder of the week you eat 
next to nothing.  No breakfast, no lunch, and 
a few bites of dinner.  Maybe it’s just a fluke, 
right?  Because you ate all that food the other 
day, so your body just simply isn’t hungry.  But 
the days keep passing by, and you never feel 
hungry at all.  No growling from your stomach, 
no hunger pangs, no nothing.  Your friends 
ask you how you manage to stay so thin after 
they’ve caught you on a day that you’ve binged 
everything in sight.  You just shrug and don’t 
answer the question.  When was the last time 
you actually ate?  You don’t remember.  Time is 
hard as of late.  
Suicidal thoughts.
I wanted to die.  Not for romance, not as “a 
coward’s way out.”  I was just tired.  So, so tired. 
A sturdy pipe, rope from the garage, a single 
hour alone at the house that was not my home 
seemed a much simpler solution.  Cleaner.  
Faster.  Just a little jump and then my friend 
oblivion would greet me.  
After all, what good would it do to talk to the 
adults?  They don’t listen, they never have.  The 
counselors at school would drag you kicking and 
screaming out to a car where you’d be driven 
off to an in-patient asylum in front of all your 
classmates just like your friend before you, fresh 
droplets of blood staining the sidewalk as they 
were carded off like cattle.  I’d heard of what 
happened there: the lack of understanding, 
forced isolation, unwanted group therapy, days 
upon days where you weren’t allowed to talk 
to anyone in the outside world at all.  Comfort 
wasn’t taken into consideration, just typed notes 
about your “progress” on a piece of paper so 
white it hid all the dark secrets of the building 
you were kept in.  If hell exits, its not beneath 
the Earth hidden in magma and darkness.  It’s 
that hospital.
My parents wouldn’t care if I died.  But oh, I 
wanted them to care.  I wanted them to find me.  
I wanted them to know what they’d done to my 
brain; the constant barrages of questions about 
grades, never about me, never about how I was 
doing.  The constant screaming over imaginary 
slights.  All of the names they called me: bitch, 
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monster, disappointment. I wanted them to see 
the results of their actions.  I wanted them to 
see me for me.  Bruised neck, mottled skin, and 
rage.  Look at me, dammit, look at me.  Look at 
what you did.  Don’t you feel sorry at all?
***
People always expect that the thought of 
leaving loved ones behind is what stops a person 
from committing suicide.  That’d be lovely, 
wouldn’t it?  All rose-tinted and happy, choosing 
love over death; a real Hallmark ending.  In 
the end, a television show saved me.  USA’s 
Psych was the only show I’d ever watched every 
episode of.  Religiously, too.  The one night 
a week I willingly chose to sit with my family 
in the living room and we’d all do something 
together.  I decided that I didn’t want to miss 
the next episode.  So, I didn’t die.  Family never 
factored into the equation at all, and that was 
simply that. 
But things got worse.  It got harder and 
harder to justify living the remaining six days 
of the week when Psych wasn’t airing.  So, 
I told my parents everything; voice shaking, 
muscled tensed, bile rising in my throat.  It 
was a mistake.  Just like it’s always a mistake to 
talk to them.  Sitting over a cold bowl of stove-
top ramen, I told them about the symptoms 
— dissociation, the panic attacks, the constant 
anxiety.  Like vomit, it all came spilling out of 
my mouth, no stops, no breaths, just a tangled-
up ball of anxious pleas for help.
My mom laughed.  
My dad screamed in my face.  “You don’t 
have anything wrong with you!  Stop acting out 
for attention!  Quit complaining, you bitch!”
I didn’t tell them I’d planned to kill myself.  
I left the ramen on the table and ran upstairs 
to my room, locking the door behind me as 
I packed a bag of clothes and precious items, 
having planned to leave out my bedroom 
window.  Halfway through I realized they’d see 
me jump down onto the porch before I even 
had a chance to try and run.  So, I sat on the 
floor and cried, hiding any sound of my tears. 
My Mom called the doctor to set up an 
appointment later that night when she found 
my door locked.  It’s the only nice thing I can 
remember her doing at the time.  But even 
then, she scheduled it for “anxiety reasons.”  
Depression was a banned word in my house.  It 
wouldn’t do for me to break the image that we 
were a “perfect family.”
***
The office was cold, blindingly white, and 
smelled clean.  Too clean, too obviously trying 
to cover up the scent of sickness.  I never 
liked the doctor’s office with all its needles, 
uncomfortable touching, and screaming, crying 
children from the next room over.  What right 
did they have to cry?  A needle is nothing.  Just 
a prick compared to endless monochromatic 
days where death seems like the only escape.  
Christ, what was wrong with me?  Jealous of 
actual toddlers.  I wanted to scream.
A voice I wasn’t expecting shatters the 
silence.  “What’s taking them so long?  We’ve 
been here for over half an hour?”  My dad.  It 
feels like the time I fell off the monkey bars in 
elementary school; all the wind knocked from 
my chest; my arm bent at an unnatural angle.  I 
couldn’t breathe. 
IwanttoscreamIwanttoscreamIwanttoscream!
I’d almost forgotten he was in the room with 
me.  I was seventeen for fucks sake, I didn’t 
need a chaperone to talk to the doctor, yet he 
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no hope of controlling.  Still, I could not speak.  
Too afraid that he might hear me.  Leaving her 
chart on the floor, the nurse took me to another 
room where I ripped the words from my throat, 
telling her my symptoms, my fear of my father, 
how I couldn’t let him know I was telling her 
this or I’d get hurt.  In the other room my dad 
grew irritated.  He’d been waiting over an hour 
by the time I’d walked back in, hiding my eyes 
from sight so he wouldn’t see how red they 
were.
The drive home was awkward, silent.  Davis 
had spoken to my dad, and he knew he’d done 
something wrong.  But he wasn’t sure what, their 
talk had been vague.  The apology my dad gave 
me that afternoon was vaguer still.  But it didn’t 
matter.  The night was mine, a war-changing 
victory in my belt.  I walked into my house with 
a little bottle of white pills, rubbing my thumb 
over the letters on the label.  Lexapro.  For 
once, I didn’t feel like I needed to scream.
***
Of course, there’s only so much a little white 
pill can do.  For a month or so things teetered 
on the positive side of bearable.  Still, I felt 
like I was walking on a tightrope, one step away 
from disaster, but now there was a safety net 
below me.  But things always get better before 
they get worse, and one day I came crashing 
down, falling faster than Icarus.  And the net 
wasn’t there to catch me.  Reality mixed with the 
fantasy world I’d created in my head to escape 
from the constant agony of day-to-day life.  To 
the point where it was hard to differentiate 
between the two.  Intrusive images of shoving 
my pencil through my right eye and into my 
brain, of smashing my bedroom window and 
driving the broken glass into the veins of my 
forced his way into my appointment like he 
always did.  I didn’t want him here.  He was part 
of the problem, why I was really here.  How the 
hell was I supposed to tell Dr. Davis I’d tried to 
off myself when the root of my issue was right 
next to me?  What if my dad yelled at me for 
trying to say something?  What if he didn’t?  
What if he waited until we got home to slap me 
across the face for making him look like a fool?  
Where would I go if he kicked me out?  Fuck, 
what do I do?
I nodded but couldn’t bring myself to speak.  
The words wouldn’t come.  It was safer to stay 
silent.  Children should be seen but not heard, 
after all.  
The door swung open and I nearly jumped 
out of my skin at the sudden noise.  Eyes darting 
up towards the intruder, I stifled the scream I so 
desperately wanted to let out.  Just the nurse.  I 
let out a silent breath of relief and rose.  I knew 
this routine, shoes and jacket off, step out of 
the room and onto the scale, find I was always 
heavier than I wanted to be, then feet against 
the wall, back as straight as I could go, always 
shorter than I thought.  Heart slamming against 
my rib cage, I knew this was the only chance I’d 
get to speak to someone, anyone freely.  And 
yet I couldn’t speak.  The nurse had turned, and 
I watched her back as she began to head back 
towards the room my dad was in.  I opened 
my mouth.  Nothing.  Where had all my words 
gone?
And then it hit me all at once.
First my hands began to tremble, and next 
thing I knew all of me was shaking so badly I 
couldn’t stand anymore.  I don’t remember 
falling.  But I do remember the floor.  Then 
came the tears, a whole flood of them, that I had 
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left wrist, of tightening the string of my hoodie 
tighter and tighter still around my neck haunted 
every waking moment of my senior year.  I’d be 
trapped in hour long episodes unsure of what 
harm I truly did to myself.  Of not knowing what 
was real and what was fake.  Fear came clawing 
back into my brain, nesting in every groove and 
barraging me with constant doubts that I was 
being played like a cheap kazoo.  Laughed at 
behind my back by my parent, my doctor, my 
“friends.”  What if this pill was nothing more 
than a placebo?  What if I was just faking this 
whole thing?  What if I didn’t get better?
10 milligrams increased to 15.  Then to 20.  
Then to 25.  The count continued to go up as 
my hopes continued to plummet downward.  
Google was the only thing I’d come to trust.  
And it told me there was little difference 
between medication and placebos.  I would have 
accepted anything to make the thoughts go away. 
Every night I’d play a game with myself.  Like 
guessing how many jellybeans are in a jar to win 
and eat them, I’d guess how many pills I’d need 
to swallow down, down, down to fall asleep and 
not wake up.  How many would I need to just 
feel numb?  How many to do anything at all?  
I took to hiding my pill bottle from myself on 
the worst nights.  Caught in a weird double bind 
of not wanting to exist but not wanting to die 
at the same time.  I felt like a coward, a faker.  
How could I really be depressed if I wasn’t 
going to go the whole mile and actually attempt 
to hurt myself, after all?  I dumped seven pills 
on my palm.  That would be enough, right?  I 
took three and threw the remainder across the 
room.  Being afraid was something I was used 
to.  But I’d never been afraid of myself before.  
Like a toddler hiding from monsters, I pulled 
my comforter above my head and tried to fall 
asleep.  I couldn’t.
***
Sitting on a lofted bed with a shitty mattress, 
I hum a line from the musical Heathers as I 
type.  College will be paradise if I’m not dead 
by June.  Over and over, I repeat this line in my 
head, looking back at how this was my whole 
mantra during my high school experience.  
College was always the fantasy I’d looked 
towards in my head; a place where I was finally 
free from the overarching grasp of my parents 
and I could focus on being something real for 
the first time in my life.  
And I was right.  I’m sitting here on my 
bed in my dorm while my emotional support 
animal, a cat I’ve lovingly named Bram after 
Stoker, jumps on top of my closet and comes 
dangerously close to knocking my television 
onto the floor.  Papers, books, empty soda 
containers and food wrappers litter the desks, 
cascading onto the carpet.  It’s absolute chaos.  
And yet I’ve never breathed easier.  
The depression isn’t gone; I still have days 
where it’s hard to get out of bed, where I’d 
rather climb to the top of the library on campus 
and throw myself out the window than give a 
presentation in class.  I still have days where 
I simply break down and cry and hide under 
my sheets.  But there’s less fear now.  Here 
I won’t be screamed at for seeking help, for 
seeking answers as to why I am the way I am.  
It’s not some shameful secret to want to better 
yourself; it’s almost a daily occurrence to 
hear people openly talking about how they’re 
going to see the school counselors today.  
Depression isn’t banned here.  Honesty isn’t 
banned here.  Colleges across the world are 
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actively encouraging students to use the services 
available to them.  It’s like I stepped out of my 
house and straight into the Twilight Zone.  It’s 
amazing.
College is a constant give and take.  I’m 
freer than I’ve ever been.  I’m more depressed 
than I’ve ever been.  But fuck it, I’m stronger 
than I’ve ever been.  The pills don’t work, but 
I don’t need them too.  Don’t know why I ever 
expected them to in the first place.  Depression 
isn’t just a cut and dry neurological issue, it’s 
a whole slew of fuckups all at once: decreased 
levels of dopamine and serotonin, childhood 
trauma, chronic levels of high stress.  And a 
pill or two isn’t going to reverse damage from a 
lifetime of manipulation and distrust.  But that 
doesn’t mean I have to give up.  I know who I 
am.  I’m a real person, with real emotions, real 
thoughts, and real aspirations.  And there are 
steps I take everyday to fight my disease head 
on.  I’m tired of hiding, of being silent.  So, I 
talk, I rationalize, and I get the help I know I 
deserve from people who know the type of shit 
I’m going through.
But most importantly I’ve got hope.  And 






i’ve decided to love myself the way i want to be loved.
instead of needing someone else’s desire and attention,
i’ve decided to be the object of my own affection.
i do not mean to be a narcissist.
i simply want to exist
in a way where i romanticize myself.
i need myself.
i love myself.
i used to lay awake imagining someone counting the freckles on my body,
cherishing every speckle as a spectacle of my beauty,
leaving a trail of kisses and love bites to connect the dots that adorn me.
today i stood in front of a mirror and counted them myself.
i am becoming whole.
i do not want to be a shell of a woman whose sole
purpose is to make someone else happy,
make someone else feel desirable by lessening my own allure.
i am beautiful.
although i may not believe that wholeheartedly quite yet i will continue to 
repeat these statements until i recognize them as the truths they are.
i am going to need myself the way i so desperately want to be needed.
i am enough.
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“Are you sexually active?” An old Indian-
American doctor with wrinkly, sad eyes and 
cold hands looked at an ultrasound screen 
while she popped the magical question.
“Yes,” I confirmed.
“Are you using protection?”
“Nope. I don’t need it.” I rolled my eyes. 
This happens every time. The snappy nurse 
chimed in from the corner of the room.
“Not even condoms? Dr. Varya, I think we 
should do a pregnancy test,”
“That won’t be necessary. I’m not pregnant, 
it’s not possible.” This nurse kept staring at me 
like I was some sort of alien. She wasn’t trying 
to be persistent in her stares, but I could tell 
she was uncomfortable.
“Why isn’t it possible, I don’t understand, 
you’re sexually active. You do realize there 
is always a risk of pregnancy with sex, yes?” 
Dr. Varya’s gaze shifted to me now. She was 
no longer searching for a clementine size cyst 
inside my uterus.
“I don’t sleep with men.”
Understanding now, Dr. Varya yanked the 
instrument out from inside me and pulled off 
her rubber gloves. She left the room without 
giving me the results I had come for. The 
nurse looked over to me.
“You can put your pants back on now. Dr. 
Varya wants to see you in her office.”
After I was clothed, I headed over alone 
to Dr. Varya’s office, which was full of vagina 
models with removable babies. 
“Take a seat,” Dr. Varya said, motioning to 
the desk chair in front of her desk. I sat. “So 
you may be prone to uterine cysts because of 
the use of sex toys. People of your… lifestyle 
aren’t always aware of how to properly use or 
clean them, which leads to problems.”
I was speechless. This was a new 
assumption, and an uneducated one at that. 
“Okay, I’ll keep that in mind, thank you.” I 
promptly left the office. A 17-year-old should 
not have to educate a doctor with a medical 
degree.
***
The discomfort Dr. Varya caused me in 
her office is all too familiar for LGBTQ+ 
patients across the United States. In fact, “1 
in 5 lesbian, gay, and bisexual patients say 
their sexual orientation has been a factor in 
them delaying receiving healthcare” which is 
a number too high for such a high percentage 
of the population that identify as LGBTQ+ 
(Kassel, 2019). Healthcare should be accessible 
without hindrances to all populations, and 
physicians’ lack of communication should not 
prevent patients from getting adequate care.  
The type of doctor-patient interaction, 
similar to the doctor-patient interaction I had 
with Dr. Varya, can force LGBTQ+ patients 
to “lie about their identity if they feel unsafe 
disclosing that information or hesitant to come 
out. If they do come out, that conversation can 
become a string of apologies or uncomfortable 
laughter. At worst, those fears of discrimination 
are realized” (Kassel, 2019). Patients need 
to be comfortable with medical professionals 
in order to receive the best medical care 
Morgan Saulys
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available and without discrimination. With 
approximately 7.3% of millennials identifying 
as LGBTQ+, implementing patient medical 
questions that ask about their sexuality, gender 
identity, or sexual behavior are necessary 
(Light and Obedin-Maliver, 2019). The 
implementation of such questions will further 
establish trust between a doctor and patient 
and enhance the quality of the care being 
provided. 
***
A year later at an annual gynecological 
exam in my hometown, I was faced yet again 
with similar discomforts. Only this time, they 
proved a challenge to my health.
“Undress from the waist down and put this 
on, I’ll be back in shortly.”
The nurse handed me a large sheet of paper 
and shut the door on her way out. I began to 
undress in silence. Once naked, I blanketed 
myself and put my feet in the stirrups. I 
looked up at the sign on the ceiling that said 
“RELAX.” So thoughtful.
“Hi, Morgan, what brings you in today?” 
Dr. Bernadette strolled in after softly knocking 
and sat in the short revolving chair in front of 
me. All I could see was her white hair from in 
between my wide-open legs. 
“Hey Dr. B., just a routine exam,” I wanted 
this to be over with. I kept looking at the cool 
vagina diagrams in the corner of the room. 
“Alrighty then, any problems?” She seemed 
confused as to why I was even there.
“Nope, I’ve been all good.” She went 
through other routine questions briefly and 
asked me about my college plans. The usual. 
“Okay, you’re free to go then,”
“What about the PAP smear? Is that not a 
part of a routine exam?”
“Well, it says on your chart that you’re a 
lesbian, so I don’t think it would be necessary 
to check for any STDs.”
I looked back up at the “RELAX.” Is it so 
much to be asked to be tested for cancer?
“Can I still get the test please? I am 
still capable of contracting everything a 
heterosexual woman is” I tried to sound nice, 
but I wanted to cry. The healthcare system has 
failed me once again.
“It’s just not medically necessary. We can 
do a smaller bacterial swab, but since you 
aren’t fully sexually active, you won’t be getting 
the full test until later.”
Until when… until I change my sexual 
preference? Until I become “fully sexually 
active?” 
“Okay, the swab will do, I guess.”
***
Unfortunately, stories like mine are 
common throughout the USA due to a lack 
of knowledge of gynecologists and practicing 
physicians. Queer women are significantly 
less likely to receive testing for cancer than 
heterosexual women, which directly leads 
to the fact that breast cancer and uterine 
cancers are slightly more prevalent in LGB 
communities (“Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and 
Transgender Health,” 2020). The PAP smear, 
which I was refused in Bernadette’s office, falls 
under the category of routine cancer and STD 
screening.
 Women’s health professionals are 
not screening members of the LGBTQ+ 
community due to a difference in sexual 
behavior. However, health sources reason that 
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“if someone has an organ, cancer screening 
should continue: the “if you have it, screen 
it” mantra applies. All the services that an ob/
gyn and other reproductive and sexual health 
expert provides will be needed and should be 
made accessible to SGM [sexual and gender 
minorities] people” (Light and Obedin-Maliver, 
2019). LGBTQ+ people have the same, if not 
heightened, risk of STDs and cancers that 
non-SGM people have, and therefore equally 
should qualify for PAP smears and other 
gynecological procedures. Bernadette’s refusal 
for a PAP smear was unjustified and made out 
of an uneducated assumption that presented a 
possible danger to my health.
***
Approximately six months after being 
refused a cancer/STD screening, I began a 
search for a psychiatrist after hitting a rough 
mental patch. My mom and I began the search 
online at her basement desk.
“She’s too far away, too bad,” my mom 
said, her pointer finger stroking the computer 
mouse. 
“They’re all too far away. I hate living in a 
rural area.” I said, slumping my shoulders.
“We’ll figure something out for you, there 
has to be a doctor relatively close by that 
accepts our insurance. Our insurance covers 
up to twelve psychiatrist visits annually before 
it’s out of pocket.”
We kept scrolling through what seemed like 
hundreds of faces. Men, women, old, young. 
They were all too far, too old, or didn’t accept 
my insurance. 
“That one is only 45 minutes away,” I 
stopped my mom from scrolling and pointed at 
the screen.
“Let’s see,”
We clicked on her face. She was part of a 
Christian group of doctors. Not something up 
my alley, but I was desperate for anything at this 
point. 
“Oh.” I said, looking at what it said in all 
caps at the bottom of her profile.
“HETEROSEXUAL CLIENTS 
ONLY, THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
COOPERATION.”
“Can you just pretend? Maybe if you didn’t 
say anything about your sexuality it wouldn’t 
be a problem. This search is exhausting.” My 
mom rubbed her temples with her fingers.
“I would prefer a doctor that approves of 
who I am, even if they don’t have any business 
in my personal or sexual life.”
“And the search continues.” My mom said, 
returning her fingers to her computer mouse.
***
In New Jersey where the psychiatrists were 
located, the AMA states: “Physicians who offer 
their services to the public may not decline to 
accept patients because of race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual orientation, gender 
identity or any other basis that would constitute 
invidious discrimination” (Michon, 2020). 
Only accepting heterosexual clients is a clear 
violation of this AMA law, and makes searching 
for a psychiatrist incredibly difficult for non-
heterosexual patients. 
Many LGBTQ+ people “have difficulty 
finding providers who will treat them without 
passing judgment on their sexual orientation 
or gender identity or offer the services they 
need, particularly in rural areas. Some have 
difficulty finding providers who will treat them 
at all” (Thoreson, 2018). When LGBTQ+ 
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patients are accepted into doctors’ offices, it 
is reported that in the past year “9 percent of 
lesbian, gay, and bisexual respondents and 
21 percent of transgender respondents said a 
provider had used harsh or abusive language 
when they sought medical care” (Thoreson, 
2018). LGBTQ+ people are at higher risks of 
mental disorders due to environmental and 
societal risks, and being denied psychiatric 
help or discriminated against is no way to treat 
a marginalized community. 
The medical field needs to do better and 
improve upon how it treats its patients of 
LGBTQ+ and minority groups. The healthcare 
system has failed us as well as other minority 
and marginalized groups time and time again. 
Although it is easy to blame individual medical 
providers, this is systemic discrimination 
and begins at the level of education. Medical 
schools offer little to no education on how 
to treat patients of different genders and 
sexual identities. If physicians choose to seek 
opportunities to further educate themselves on 
minority groups, they are available to them: “If 
older medical professionals wish to learn how 
to best give care to their LGBTQIA patients, 
they often have to seek out educational 
opportunities on their own” (Kassel, 2019). 
These opportunities are often paid out of 
pocket by the physician and not appealing to 
the physician. If physicians were educated in 
medical school or earlier about different types 
of patients, the chances of discrimination faced 









Regret is a curious bloom.
The pale blue of wedding china laid meticulously on an empty dining table,
The deep pink-purple of freshly cut African violets finding their home in a vase at the center.
The bud of a feeling winding its vines around the heart.
At ten my regret was lonesome, always lingering long after its welcome,
looking for company.
It was light and breathable, pink, and new.
The tint of recently flushed cheeks, the hue of a tongue
too quick for its own good.
At fifteen my regret found friends more easily,
through its teenage reckless abandon.
This regret is just one long mid-life crisis that has been renamed youth for marketing purposes.
It was an earthy brown, boots stuck in the mud,
suctioning my feet to the ground.
It came after rain and wouldn’t go away until the sun hardened it
into solid land again.
My regret at twenty is a crisp, forest green.
It has become heavy, threatening to pull me beneath the lush moss
of memories getting smaller.
Smoke curling around edges to tinge black the
photos of the mind.
As I look now, I can see the dark viridity of my grandmother’s casket, 
matching my own ruffled dress,
being lowered into the plush spring dirt.






Eine Pause, on film
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She shifted on her chair, the wood creaking 
beneath her. Why had she agreed to this? She 
could hear Valerie in the kitchen, droning on as 
she got some snacks together, but Anne just kept 
glancing at her phone, for once wishing it would 
ring with a work emergency. Something that 
would mean she needed to leave immediately. 
Maybe some injury lawsuit would land on her 
desk for her to deal with, or a client needed to 
sue someone for defamation. She wasn’t picky. 
“So that’s when I thought, well there’s no 
helping someone that determined to make an ass 
of himself.” Her friend set a paper plate down, 
cheese and crackers spread out haphazardly, and 
settled into her chair, smiling expectantly. 
“Oh, uh… yeah, there’s no helping someone 
like that.” Anne shifted again, reaching forward 
to nibble on a cracker, carefully avoiding getting 
crumbs on her dark suit.
The woman across from her looked almost as 
unchanged as the small dining room they sat in. 
Her brown hair still pulled back in a ponytail, 
those same blue eyes intent behind her glasses. 
There were more lines in her face now, sure, just 
as the curtains in the windows had faded and the 
wallpaper had started to peel, but time had hardly 
touched this place, this person. 
“It’s been too long since we’ve hung out, 
Anne,” Valerie said. “I’ve missed you.”
“Yeah… it certainly has been a while, hasn’t 
it?” Anne shrugged and looked away, fiddling 
with the hair tie on her wrist. “You know how 
it is, work keeps me busy, can’t get time off to 
come back much.”
“You know, just the other day, I saw Tony at 
the mall. I was like wow, now that takes me back 
a minute, I could hardly believe it was him at 
first. Remember all those times we’d tease him 
for that goatee? He’s got a full beard now, it’s 
filled out a lot since we last saw each other. It’s a 
good look on him, really.” She waited a moment, 
and Anne obligingly made a polite noise of 
surprise before she continued. “Well, anyway, we 
chatted for a bit, and Tony’s still working at that 
place on Banner Road. He’s doin’ alright, and so 
is his missus. He said he and Walter meet up to 
play baseball — they’ve joined a local league or 
something. Walter’s been doing fine, too. It was 
good talking, thinking about everyone in the old 
gang and how much fun we used to have. God, 
how often did we get kicked out of the bars and 
go skinny dipping in that pond in the middle of 
the night? And then you and Walter were always 
trying to write your manifesto — what’d you call 
it again? ‘The Manifesto of Forgotten Dreams?’ 
You remember that?”
“The Manifesto of Forgotten Dreams 
and Ruined Things,” Anne said. “We were 
ridiculous.”
Of course she remembered. How could 
she not? Those years had been full of brash 
decisions, loud emotions — the adrenaline 
rush of finding something to rebel against. Just 
driving through town earlier had brought back 
those memories: memories of cheap vodka and 
gin, righteous anger and fights in bars, clothes 
dropped along the dock and waves in dark 
water, impassioned rants and cigarette butts on 
apartment balconies. It had been a miserable 
happiness. At the time, leaving had seemed 





“Those were good times. Real good times,” 
Valerie said, a distant look in her eye. 
Anne smiled tightly, and took a long sip of her 
lemonade. 
Their conversation circled around and around, 
remembrances that never touched the present. 
With each exchange, Anne tried to puzzle out 
what she would’ve said ten years ago. What was 
the right response? Enthusiasm? Amusement? 
Did Valerie realize she was talking to a stranger? 
Anne didn’t know the girl Valerie missed. She 
hadn’t for years now, really. Anne remembered 
her, that girl with dyed hair and spray-painted 
jeans, but she didn’t remember what it was like to 
be her. She didn’t understand her, not anymore, 
and could barely pull together the effort needed 
to pretend. Would this have been easier, if they 
were two strangers meeting for the first time? 
Anne glanced down, checking her phone 
again. An hour and a half had passed. No 
messages from her boss, but she’d spent enough 
time here that leaving wouldn’t be rude. She 
shoved down a spike of guilt and pasted a smile 
on her face before interrupting Valerie. 
“Hey, Val, I’m sorry, I’ve really got to get 
going now. Just in case there’s traffic, you know 
how it is.” 
Valerie seemed to slump slightly, brought back 
to the present. The hand that had punctuated her 
storytelling dropped to her side. 
“Yeah, of course. Let me walk you out.”
They walked together and left the old, familiar 
rooms of that apartment, a heavy silence between 
them as they made their way out of the building. 
“It… it was really nice talking to you, Anne. 
We should do this again sometime, yeah? I know 
you’ve got work and can’t leave the city much 
anymore, but… don’t be a stranger. You’ve still 
got people here who care about you.”
A fresh well of shame rose up in her, and 
Anne turned the car keys over in her hand, a 
long moment in which her words caught in her 
throat. Finally, she gave Valerie a smile, small but 
genuine. 
“Of course, Val. It was good to see you.” 





I think we can all be Grinch’s sometimes. We 
don’t have the heart to give, so we take, and when 
we take, we end up giving back what already was 
meant for someone else to have. I have something 
that I never gave back to Mr. Duling.  
Mr. Duling gave me the key to success, and to 
this day I have not given him back what belongs 
to him. What’s the key to success, you might ask? 
Well, for me it’s discipline. Discipline is to know 
what the right thing to do is and do it. In freshman 
year of high school, I joined the crew team which 
taught me how to be disciplined. When I met Mr. 
Duling, he was in a wheelchair. I later found out 
that he fell and could not get up one day after he 
rowed.  My coach, Mr. Michael Brown, found him 
and brought him to the hospital. 
 Mr. Duling gave me something that I have to 
give back to him. He gave me his notebook to 
write down my teammate’s rowing scores one day 
at crew practice. I accidentally took the notebook 
home. There, in the notebook I found a poem. I 
will not write Mr. Duling’s entire poem, just what I 
added to it. I added:
Only in the darkness can we see the light,
Only when we feel the sun’s warmth and sting in 
our eyes,
Do we know we are close to it,
Don’t be afraid of the light,
Go for it and reach its rays reaching out for you,
Maybe the way to get to that light,
is to believe that we can reach it-
And know our efforts to reach it are the best they 
can be,
All we have to do is try and believe,
And sometimes that sun we are reaching for, we 
had all along, 
is just hidden behind the moon,
And sometimes that sun we are reaching for sinks 
down behind the cloud. 
Looking back on what I wrote, I realize that 
maybe our sun is sinking because our hearts are 
not full. I wondered if when Mr. Duling fell, he 
felt the sun sinking with his hopes.  Life goes by 
so fast, and then one day an accident changes it. 
Change is the most certain thing in life. To stand 
up when change knocks you down is the most 
miraculous thing in life. Mr. 
Duling did just that. He stands because he is 
not afraid of what lies ahead of him. He stands 
because his heart is full, with a brighter sun to 
show him where his heart is needed. Maybe we 
can make each other’s heart a little bit bigger. I 
encourage you to reach out to someone in the past 
or present who has put sunshine in your life and 
lifted your heart. Try to give back to them what 
they gave you. 




Figure Studies in Watercolor
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I can see the innocence in your face as I hold 
you. You are something between my most prized 
creation and my biggest fear. You see, I know 
you’ll be smart witty and obviously handsome-- 
look who your father is! However, I also know 
you’ll be Black. You’ll be Black, son!  You’ll 
be Black in this country called America that’s 
referred to as the land of the free and the home 
of the brave. And all I want to do is condition 
you, and prep you, and properly and intentionally 
mold you into being ready for this war. You see 
son, no matter what anyone tells you, the civil 
war did not end our fight to freedom, Abraham 
Lincoln did not free our ancestors, and son, this 
land was not made for you and me.
As you grow older, you’ll realize that our 
conversations will change. I’ll start to tell you 
how exactly to act in a public setting, how to 
conduct yourself accordingly, and always act in 
a positive manner. I’ll start to teach you proper 
protocol when you interact with law enforcement 
because, whether you like it or not, you’ll soon 
understand that your dark skin is viewed as threat 
equivalent to that of a raging dog, and one wrong 
move could lead to the death of you. You’ll begin 
to understand why I’ll pray for you every time 
you leave the house, and why I’ll stay awake to 
make sure you make it home safely. Why I’ll 
take so much time to educate you on the system 
of oppression you were born into, and how to 
find the best way to navigate through it. You’ll 
understand why I’ll enforce education and keep 
you in after-school programs. I only want to keep 
Letter to my Unborn Son
Ellis J. Bonds
you off the streets to potentially increase your 
chances of survival.
But you’ll also see that I’ll teach you to be 
you. To be uninhibitedly and unapologetically 
who you are. To live your truth out daily, no 
matter what it may be and to ultimately know 
you matter! The mere being of your existence 
will strike fear in the hearts of many who don’t 
value you as a whole person. See son, you’re 
Black! The magnitude of knowledge your mind 
will retain is unfathomable. And most will never 
understand the plight that you will endure. You 
will have many successes and failures in this thing 
called life! However, resistance is in our DNA. 
That’s all we know! So, resist son! Resist! Stand 
firm in all you believe to be right. And although 
you may bend, son, I promise you’ll never break.
You see, survival is crucial in this world, and 
I can only hope to teach you all that I have been 
taught. And even though bringing you into his 
messed-up world is scary, I know you’ll make it!
I can see the innocence in your face as I hold 
you. You are something between my most prized 
creation and my biggest fear.








The calming ocean waves underneath my toes,
The blooming of a daisy in the dismal moon,
The electric hum of neon signs in the city down 
below.
She is:
A tsunami that could swallow us whole, 
A sheet of ice covering the pond of freezing cold,
A ghost that tells herself to let go. 
She is:
Both perfection and imperfection, 
Everything in the world and nothing at all; 
She is the one who always holds me even if we 
fall. 
I want to keep you tethered to me,
But you’re the tipsy feeling at the bottom of the 
bottle.
I want to feel firm ground beneath my feet,
But you’re lightning burning through my hand.
I want to walk side by side,
But you’re always at full throttle.
I want to skydive with my head in the clouds,






But your ink on skin complements my ink on 
page,
And your daylight weeps willingly into my 
midnight,
And your leather jacket encloses my ghosts in 
their cage,










We open on a young mother, cradling her 
newborn baby girl. She’s reading the child 
books and telling her stories, just to pass the 
time, and to fill the space that would otherwise 
be filled with fear. The woman’s husband, the 
father of her only child, is putting his life on 
the line in a foreign country, trying to protect 
his wife and daughter’s future.  
As soon as the baby begins to speak, maybe 
even before that, the mother starts teaching 
her daughter about the escape provided by 
reading. By the time she is three years old, 
the girl is reading everything she can reach 
with her short, chubby arms. She is reading 
and rereading books, and when she runs out, 
making up her own stories, or begging her 
mother to do the same. There wasn’t a book 
she didn’t try to read.  
The little girl was me, and her passion for 
reading and storytelling is one that still burns 
bright inside me. When the teacher would 
pull out a new book for assigned reading, I 
would bounce up and down with joy, while my 
classmates groaned and cried. I would take the 
book home, no matter what genre, how long 
or short, or reading level it was, and read until 
my eyes couldn’t stay open any longer.  There 
are vivid memories etched into my brain of 
my mother or father coming to check on me 
in the middle of the night, and me quickly 
turning off my flashlight and stashing whatever 
adventure I was on beneath my pillow, lying as 
still as possible in a false sleep. When I heard 
the familiar footsteps recede, I’d smile with 
glee as my trickery “worked”. I now suspect 
that they knew of my shenanigans, but wanted 
to foster my love for reading, especially when 
my young energy was plentiful. When I would 
finally give into the deep lull of sleep, my 
dreams would only continue the journey the 
book on my bed stand was taking me on. The 
next morning, I’d throw my clothes on, grab 
my book, and start telling my family about the 
story, sometimes mixing it with my adventures 
from dreamland.  
This sleepless pattern continued through 
my middle school years, where most of 
my time was spent buried in the Warrior 
Cat books or Harry Potter. My daydreams 
consisted of the most amazing journeys 
through dark forests, magical castles and 
mystic skylands. My life was filled with 
magic, until I ran out of fantasy books in my 
school library. I started looking to my peers 
for recommendations and fell in love with 
dystopian societies and rebellion. Throughout 
high school I’d pack a sandwich and an apple, 
climb a tree, and sit for hours and hours 
reading of Panem, justifying battles, and 
daredevil stunts. I wanted to go to the worlds 
of these heroes and heroines and be a part of 
their stories. So, I would do research on their 
stories, learn the history of Citra Terranova, 
and the mechanics behind archery, dive into 
the worlds of my favorite characters.  Now, 
I am a skilled shooter, a decent archer, and 
know my way around an Ollivander wand.  
Reading has been and will always be my 
number one escape from reality. While some 
watch TV, play video games, or take a hike, I 
will pick up a book, and begin a quest given 
to me by an author. I come from a military 
family, and had to move every few years, 
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leaving behind my entire reality. This process 
severely harms many people, but to me, I 
could just turn away from reality and go to 
Hogwarts, Narnia or the Dauntless Compound 
whenever I was alone. Like Nim Rusoe I 
would go on journeys with Peter Pan and Tris 
Prior, running through the woods near my 
house, searching for evil to destroy. I still go to 
those places in my mind, or act as a character 
would when I’m alone, just to get a whiff of the 
magic I breathed as a child.  
Reading will always be my much needed 
escape from reality, even if it is dulled by 
textbooks and medical journals. I will let the 
call of mystery lull me to sleep and send me 
off into a land where anything is possible. The 
characters I grew up with shaped me, made 
me who I am, and I hope I make them proud 
with who I have become.  
View from the London Eye
Emma O. Knight
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A Quarantine Stays Review
Lots of  Pines, Pretty Barren: 
Quarantine Review: The owners of Quarantine 
Stays asked me to review my visit to one of their 
many locations; this one specifically in southern 
New Jersey. Here is my honest* review. 
*Disclaimer: This vacation was given to me for 
free; but all opinions are my own and ratings are 
out of five stars. 
Feedback report type: Room booking 
Length of  trip: (March 14, 2020 - ??) 89 days 
and counting? Who knows at this point? 
Trip type: isolated family trip, not planned
 
How would you rate the following: 
Customer Service/Staff Hospitality:    
Restaurant Service/Menu Variety:    
Bar Service:    
House Keeping:   
 
Comments:
I applaud you for the truthfulness of your 
advertising motto, “it feels like home.” The 
location is quant and has an atmosphere of 
family. There is an abundance of plant life, a 
home gym and library, air conditioning, free 
parking, and a piano. All the amenities come 
free, and I have regularly used the library and 
craft supplies. I do wish the pool was open; 
however, I have seen the legendary giant toad 
who currently resides there. You get open access 
the wildlife of the pine barrens: birds, deer, 
squirrels, and the occasional roadkill. The WiFi 
is strong enough to hold multiple people on it, 
and I’m still able to video conference for long 
periods throughout the day. The fellow guests are 
friendly enough and noise control isn’t much of a 
problem.
I do need to lower the rating, however, for 
this place is starting to feel a little too much like 
home. As my college professor has said to the 
students of the music building, “you want it to 
look comfortable and inviting but not ‘lived in’”. 
There are used dishes scattered across the living 
spaces. As for the couch, do I want to know what 
has been gnawing on it? Also, I found ants in the 
only functioning full bathroom yesterday. Maybe 
hold the bathroom renovations to one at a time 
and not puncture the ceiling during dinnertime.
The overall cleanliness of the place is good. 
I could say otherwise of the upper levels of 
rooms, but I don’t blame the cleaning service for 
avoiding guest rooms. Most doors have “do not 
disturb” signs and I can smell animals, urine, and 
heavy incense coming from various rooms. I hear 
there is an elderly dog across the hall who could 
be attributing to some of the smells. I am quite 
comfortable in my room except for there is fellow 
guest camping on my floor. She is complaining 
that her bed is too uncomfortable and needs a 
new place to stay; she said the staff was going to 
handle it, but all the rooms were full. She has, 
however, exceeded her initial request of a “few 
days” and has made a mess of my room with her 
belongings. I got her to leave for a short while, 
only for her to return. I have been trying to 
resolve this issue, but I keep getting put on hold 
by customer service, resulting in no response. If 
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I can eat. I would increase the variety. I can 
navigate the kitchen decently enough for other 
meals. I guess a bonus of this stay is the expanded 
list of meals I can cook. Luckily, the bar is open 
24/7. You never know when you need a drink. 
Overall, my stay is mediocre. The amenities 
offer enough to keep the guests busy, but 
the longer the trip, the more painful the stay 
becomes. The social events are depressingly 
insubstantial. The place could use a decent 
renovation in all. Save up your pennies for a 
more enthralling view with more people. 
 
How likely are you to recommend this 
place to a friend or colleague?    
you stay here and she asks to stay in your room: 
decline. I hear she is a room hopper. 
Another negative is that the place is destitute 
for a majority of the day. The only person who 
can be found during the day is your singular front 
desk staff member and she remains relatively 
mute. She’s either sleeping on the job or literally 
barking at fellow customers or passing service 
trucks in a foreign language I can’t understand. 
In the evening, the other guests are more present 
but sparsely communicate except for a select few. 
Maybe my stay is during an off-season.
A note for dining: dinner is the only meal 
provided. The food tastes good and home-made, 
but there is only so much salmon and leftovers 
Mason Podgers




The door swung shut behind him, closing the 
nondescript building off from the world without 
so much as a bell to chime a cheery hello and 
goodbye.  Cole tried to appreciate as much as he 
could in life. He found comfort in the plainness 
of the building. He appreciated the door, with 
its oiled-to-silence hinges and a latch that caught 
with only the softest click. It was as blank-faced 
a storefront as Cole had ever seen, so dull most 
people could look right at it without seeing it. If 
it were a spice, it would be flour. Cole tried to 
make himself much the same when he needed 
to run his errands. It was just for the best, when 
drawing the eye would draw judgement, rather 
than questions. 
Still, as much as he detested it, a necessity was 
a necessity. His doctor called it a necessity, and 
his therapist reminded him that a necessity did 
not reflect upon his character in any way. So, he 
made his inquiries and found a shop that suited 
his needs — his physical needs and his intense 
need for discretion regarding the subject.
Inside the shop the space was largely blank. 
Patrons knew what they were coming for, 
therefore no need to attract attention and ask for 
trouble. Cole quietly gave the man at the counter 
his name and passed over his ID. As the man 
passed back his ID, Cole put the cash for the 
order into his hand. It was incredibly uncommon 
to find shops these days who would accept paper 
money, much less require it, but untraceable 
transactions were just another part of the 
unsavory experience. After stashing the double-
counted bills into a register drawer set into the 
counter, the man ducked into the back room, 
leaving Cole to fidget nervously on his own in the 
almost sterile seeming room. It was left white with 
potential, as if it were a place of beginnings rather 
than endings and dead ends. 
Cole worked to count his breaths the way he 
had been taught. No use in panicking now. The 
nausea would stay with him for the rest of the 
day, and there was certainly time to bask in the 
guilt later. None of that, a voice in his head that 
sounded suspiciously like his therapist, Sarah, 
chastised him. He trusted her to be right. He 
might feel like a waste of space and a grade-A 
screw up, but Sarah worked hard to get where she 
was, and had enough degrees that he wouldn’t 
dare imply that she didn’t know what she was 
talking about. She certainly had no issue telling 
him when she disagreed with him, so he knew 
she wouldn’t coddle him. If Sarah said it wasn’t 
his fault, then it wasn’t, but that didn’t keep him 
from hating every moment. 
After what felt like an eternity (but his 
smartwatch informed him was about two and a 
half minutes) the man came back with a paper-
wrapped parcel. Cole thanked him, his voice 
cracking stupidly as he did so, and slipped the 
package into his canvas bag. The man nodded 
at him politely, and settled back onto his stool 
behind the counter, already looking to his 
smartwatch. There was likely no such thing as a 
busy day in this establishment, and yet Cole did 
not envy him the job.  It was a bloody, almost 
accursed business as far as Cole was concerned, 
Sarah’s opinion aside.
He took a breath in the silence of the shop, 
then exited to the quiet hum of the street through 
the wonderfully silent door with his head down. 
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All at once, the quiet was decimated, cut through 
all at once like bullets from those antique, 
monstrous guns. Shouts came from all sides of 
him, simultaneous and deafening:       
“Vampire!” 
“Think about the future!”
“Monster!” 
“You’re destroying our planet!”
“Murderer!” 
“VAMPIRE!”
Cole had only half a moment to think oh shit 
before he felt the impact of a sickeningly warm 
liquid from his left side, then another wave hitting 
from the right. He closed his eyes, thankfully, 
with the first of the shouting. While it means 
he hadn’t caught even a glance of one of his 
attackers, it means his eyes were spared. Cole 
could make out the sound of pounding footsteps 
headed in several directions, even past the 
pounding of his pulse. 
He had dropped his bag in shock, but it was 
hardly a matter of concern now. He wiped his 
hands against his jeans so he could try to clear 
the thick, dripping liquid from his eyelids. After 
he did so, he managed to open them a crack 
and looked down at his person, immediately 
squeezing them shut again as he registered a sea 
of red he seemed to be drenched in. 
Fuck. Oh fuck. 
The image of the blood began to make his 
head swim dizzily and his stomach clench with 
nausea. It became difficult to think, or even to 
breathe. Forcing his eyes open again, he backed 
up so he could lean against the wall behind 
him. He cast his eyes about and tried to focus 
on something else besides the gore coating his 
person. He needed to ground himself — needed 
to engage his senses with the real world. It was 
another technique Sarah gave him to stave off 
panic attacks. With his eyes drawn to the colors, 
Cole registered a mural down the street and gave 
a low, gasping laugh as he made out the words. 
“SUPPORT BILL 27535.” The law may not have 
passed, but the results were much the same and 
left him where he was now, hyperventilating on 
the street and covered in blood. 
 Then Cole faintly registered the itching of his 
skin and the way his throat felt like it was closing, 
not in the way it would from a panic attack, but 
rather from an allergy attack. His tongue was 
certainly too swollen for speech, but had it been 
otherwise he doubtlessly would have verbally 
echoed his recent thought—Oh fuck. 
On the pavement in front of a nondescript 
building, an unmarked butcher shop, Malcolm 
Greene dropped just as lifelessly as the meat in 
the shop. 
***
Cole regained his consciousness in a setting 
that was all too familiar to him the moment 
he began to register it. Even before he opened 
his eyes, the sterile scent of the room and the 
comforting beeping and humming of machinery 
let him know that he was back in a hospital, 
almost certainly St. John’s.
His skin still tingled in the way that meant 
there had been some severe swelling, and his 
throat felt raw in the way which meant he had 
needed the EI breathing tube. He felt fainter 
than he ever had afterward, unsurprising 
considering he had clearly been doused in one of 
his allergens. The real question was how he had 
possibly survived, since his allergies were severe 
enough to finish him in a matter of minutes, 
really. 
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He slowly squinted his eyes open to the 
brightness of the room, the nondescript hospital 
classic, but still familiar enough for Cole to 
confirm his suspicions that he was back in St. 
John’s. Cole was content to just lay and wait for 
whoever would come to check on him, but only 
a moment after he opened his eyes, he heard a 
loud gasp. He gingerly turned his head to see a 
vibrantly dressed young woman rushing out his 
door, on the way to find someone. 
Barely two minutes later she returned to the 
room, following a woman he recognized from 
past visits, and immediately sank back into 
her visitor’s chair, with her head in her hands. 
Concerning, considering his emergency contact 
was his older brother, Jon, and also, he was 
quite certain he’d remember if anyone he knew 
had vibrant blue hair. Something to figure out 
later, though. In the meantime, the fact that it 
was Dr. Patel checking in on him meant that he 
had been moved from emergency to one of the 
general wings, which was excellent news, all things 
considered. 
“Dr. Patel,” he gave her a little wave, “It’s good 
to see you again.”
The doctor made a face at him, “I’d rather see 
you much less often,” she said kindly. 
“Ah, still got that excellent sense of humor, I 
see.” 
Dr. Patel smiled at him, “Well, Mr. Greene, 
you certainly have a mixed bag of luck. The 
attack, of course, and the anaphylaxis on one 
hand, but Miss Carraway’s hasty intervention on 
the other. Today could have ended much worse.” 
The neon blue-haired stranger in question, 
Miss Carraway evidently, now lifted her head 
out of her hands and grimaced. She looked 
barely out of high school, with her makeup done 
in a style of excess that Cole knew vaguely was 
the current trend. It looked as if she had been 
crying unless smudged eyeliner was in again. 
The realization made Cole feel guilty and he 
looked away from her face. Now that she was 
sitting upward, though, it was easier to see that 
the sleeves and front of her shirt were in fact 
stained with the blood from the attack, and Cole 
clenched his eyes shut at the gore. His heart rate 
picked up again, and he heard it matched by the 
beeping of the heart monitor. 
“Mr. Greene?” Dr. Patel asked, concerned, 
Cole cleared his throat, “Sorry, doctor,” he 
coughed, throat still ragged. “It’s just the blood.” 
His eyes went back to the girl. 
“Ah,” Dr. Patel paused, “well, the good 
news is that it wasn’t actually blood. We aren’t 
exactly sure what the entire recipe was, but it was 
decidedly not blood. Just meant to look like it, 
and be as upsetting as blood would be, which 
clearly it is.”
“Oh. I see. Do you have any idea what it is 
then, Doctor?” Cole cautiously looked over at 
Miss Carraway again, who looked as if she felt 
quite sick herself. He certainly couldn’t judge her 
without thinking of kettles and pots. 
“Well, based on observations we made before 
we cleaned you up, we do think a portion of the 
recipe was some sort of cocoa powder, which is 
one of your many, many known allergens, hence 
the allergic reaction.”
Cole gave a wry, exhausted smile, “So, I got 
doused with chocolate sauce and nearly died?”
Dr. Patel chuckled, “Ah, but what a way to 
go Mr. Greene. It wasn’t just chocolate, that’s 
for certain. You smelled like some unfortunate 
type of garbage sundae. As I said, you’re quite 
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fortunate that this young lady was around to call 
an ambulance within a matter of minutes.”
 Miss Carraway let out a small, choking sob. 
Cole thought she looked almost in need of 
medical treatment herself, with how pale she 
looked. 
Dr. Patel’s focus shifted away from Cole, “I’m 
sorry we didn’t think of it sooner, my dear, but 
let’s see if we can’t get you a change of shirt,” she 
said kindly to the younger woman. “If nothing 
else, I’ve got spare scrubs stashed away that 
should fit. You’ve had a hard day as well.”
“Thank you, ma’am,” Miss Carraway stood, 
shakily and followed the doctor out of the room, 
pausing in the doorway. “I’ll be back in,” she said 
awkwardly, and Cole nodded.
With both women gone he looked about the 
room. He didn’t see his phone, but hopefully 
it was with his street clothes, unless the hospital 
staff had thrown them out, in which case, he 
hoped it wasn’t with them at all. Nothing better 
to do, he looked around the room. It was an 
internal one, so with no window to occupy his 
attention, he started reading the posters. Pain 
ranking charts, calendars, instructions on calling 
the nurse, and to his delight, one poster on the 
best plant-based sources of protein. He breathed 
a quiet laugh, then coughed again, swallowing 
painfully. If only it was as easy as the blue and 
green poster made it out to be. 
Several minutes later the young woman 
returned, wearing what seemed to be a shirt for 
a previous hospital donation drive, but without 
the doctor who had almost certainly found the 
shirt for her. She hesitated awkwardly, but then 
returned to the same chair as before, pulling it 
closer so that he could see her without having to 
sit up. 
“Um. Dr. Patel was paged, and she said that 
you’re stable enough to, uh, ‘survive without her 
immediate presence’ and that she’ll be back later 
to give you the full report and to check on you, 
Mr. Greene.”
He nodded, and then for lack of anything 
better to say, he shrugged and said, “You can 
feel free to call me Cole, Miss Carraway. You’ve 
already saved my life, after all, so you might as 
well.”
Unexpectedly, she burst into tears all at once. 
Cole’s eyes widened and he grimaced. “Or 
not, you know.” He gave an uncomfortably laugh, 
“Uh. Mr. Greene is fine, that’s my name after 
all.”
She didn’t respond beyond continuing to sob 
messily. 
“Okay, bad joke. That’s fair. Do you want me 
to buzz the nurse in, though? It seems you might 
be in a bit of shock.”
Now she looked up again, her eyes wide, wild. 
“No,” she said firmly. “Maybe it’s shock, but 
that’s hardly a reason to bother someone actually 
doing important work here.” She sniffled. 
“Do you want some water, though? I can’t 
exactly get it for you, but I can give you directions 
to the nearest vending machine. Or if you want 
a warm drink I know where the café is in this 
wing.” Cole felt useless and exceedingly awkward. 
It’s not like he didn’t appreciate his life being 
saved, but he’d never imagined she’d evidently 
feel compelled to keep an eye on him after the 
doctors had taken charge of him. “Or, I mean, 
if you need something to eat, I can call up room 
service. Just, uh… Whatever you think—”  
“Stop it.” She cut him off, fiercely through 
her persisting tears, “Stop being so nice to me, 
okay?”
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Well, that made even less sense. “I’m sorry?” 
Cole tentatively offered. “I swear I’m not trying 
to hit on you, or anything. That would be super 
awful, not that there’s anything wrong with you, 
of course. Just, like…” His rapid-fire babbling 
seemed to confuse her enough that she stopped 
sobbing for the moment, so Cole considered that 
a minor victory. “Never mind. Sorry. That’s not 
the point.  I just feel bad that this happened to 
you.”
She teared up again, “That’s the thing! Nothing 
happened to me! Okay? You almost died, and it’s 
my fault and you need to stop being so damned 
nice about it!” 
“My allergies are hardly your fault. You did 
everything right in the situation, and you can’t 
keep my allergy attack on your conscience.” 
“I didn’t do everything right, though.” She 
swore and dropped her head back into her 
hands, starting to cry again. 
“I’m sorry, but I don’t understand.”
She stood up abruptly and began to pace 
a quick line back and forth across the small 
hospital room. Then, just as quickly, she stopped 
at the foot of the bed and met Cole’s eyes. “I 
wasn’t just walking by when it happened. I was 
across the street, filming, actually.”
“So, you got the attack on camera? There’s 
nothing wrong with—” 
“Stop! Fuck, just let me finish, okay?  I didn’t 
just happen to get it on camera. I knew it would 
happen.”
Oh. Cole opened his mouth to clarify, because 
surely, she didn’t mean what he thought she 
meant, but she shot him a look and he snapped 
his mouth shut quickly enough his teeth clacked 
painfully.
“I mean, I didn’t know it would be you, or 
when exactly it would be, to the minute. We just 
keep an eye on slaughter shop storefronts,” she 
paused and looked up at him, “Sorry. Butcher 
shops, which honestly doesn’t have a much better 
connotation, but still. We wait for people to 
go in, and then when they come out, we throw 
the blood on them, but like… it isn’t blood, 
obviously. It’s just to make them think about 
what they’re doing and how it’s killing the planet 
and that they don’t need to be eating meat when 
most everyone else in the developed world has 
stopped. I’ve mixed the blood myself! It doesn’t 
have anything dangerous in it! We don’t want 
anyone to get hurt! You know that, right?”
Cole stayed silent for the moment. It was a lot 
to process that the girl who was responsible for 
his continued life was also part of the group that 
had just threatened it.  
“It’s just that—” she started to continue her 
rapid-fire explanation, and Cole held up a hand 
to halt her. He took another minute to collect 
himself, and then tried to respond calmly. “You 
don’t want to hurt anyone physically. I think you 
do mean to hurt people emotionally because 
that’s what scare tactics are for.”
“Well, that’s not fair! It’s just for people who 
deserve it!” Miss Carraway insisted. 
Cole raised an eyebrow, “People like me?” 
“No!” She rushed to say, then made a face, 
“Yes, actually. You know what? Yeah. The meat 
industry died because it was cruel and inefficient, 
and we didn’t need it.” 
Cole gave a bitter laugh, “If only that was true, 
Miss Carraway.”
She narrowed her eyes at him, “If you’re still 
eating meat, you’re way behind the times, and 
you’re not doing any favors for your health or 
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the planet! Look, I’ve been vegan my entire 
life, so maybe I don’t get it. My parents had to 
quit, though. They told me it was hard, but they 
managed, little bit at a time, because they knew it 
was the right thing to do.”
“I know it’s the right thing to do, but—” 
“No! You agree! It’s the right thing to do and 
that’s all there is. Do you know how much of a 
waste of energy it is to raise animals to slaughter 
for meat? It’s called the trophic pyramid! You 
should look it up! Every single level on the food 
chain we go up we lose 90% of the energy, but 
just eating the plants is all of the energy! That’s 
the difference between 100% and potentially just 
1%.” 
“I’m glad you’re well educated, Miss—”
“Damn right I’m educated. Anyone with a 
brain is on board. It’s not just the energy! It’s 
the water too! Did you know that of all the water 
on the planet only three percent or less of it is 
fresh?” 
“Yes, or it was before we managed to pollute 
half the groundwater with chemical waste from 
the natural gas industry.”
“Alright smart guy. Do you know how much 
water it takes to raise one pound of beef?”
“Around 2,000 gallons,” he answered flatly. 
She immediately crowed, “As if! It’s almost 
2,000 gallons.” Then, processing what he’d said, 
“Oh!” 
Cole sighed; this conversation was becoming 
everything he never wanted to have to 
acknowledge. 
She glared at him, “So you know the facts, but 
just don’t care? That’s despicable.”
“Believe me, Miss Carraway, I care about the 
facts.”
“Actions speak louder than words, Cole,” she 
said his name like it was a curse and he felt his 
temper flare for the first time in a while. 
“Well, please, forgive me for not dying for 
what I believe in, Miss Carraway!” He hissed, 
gritting his teeth, “It’s not like I feel guilty enough 
about the way I’m living, already. Anything else 
you’d like to tell me, Miss Carraway? Since 
clearly, I don’t remember the protests or all 
the advertisements or the pamphlets. And the 
numbers? You seem a fan of the numbers! 
How about that it takes just over 500 gallons of 
water for a pound of chicken. Or that a pound 
of vegetables take less than 50 gallons, making 
it 10 times more water friendly to go vegetarian 
than pollotarian or 40 times more efficient to be 
vegetarian than someone who still eats beef. Or 
do you want to tell me about the health benefits 
of not eating meat? How red meat is devastating 
to the heart, so why kill myself and the planet 
at the same time? Any of that sound good, Miss 
Carraway? I’m ready to learn!”
As he had ranted, her eyes had gone wide, 
and filled with tears again. Immediately, Cole 
felt guilty. She was wrong, but she was just a 
kid. Probably just out of high school. And 
he shouldn’t fault her for being passionate 
about something that was a vital topic. It was 
a complicated issue and him reciting facts like 
a tape recorder at her was immature, even if 
he felt he had clearly demonstrated his lack of 
ignorance. He tried to think of something to 
say, but came up short, continuing to sit quietly, 
awkwardly.  
“Maggie,” She said softly, her voice tearful. 
“What?”
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“My name is Maggie. I should have told you 
earlier when you introduced yourself. That’s 
basic etiquette.” 
“I think we might have slipped beyond basic 
etiquette, from even our earliest interaction, 
Maggie. But I am sorry for shouting at you.”
She shrugged, but still didn’t meet his eyes, “I 
yelled at you too.” 
“You did. I think neither of us has been our 
best self today, but I think the stresses of the day 
may have something to do with that,” he said, 
gesturing at the hospital room and the heart 
monitor still reflecting his reactions. 
“I’m sorry I almost killed you.” Maggie said, 
somewhat sheepishly, “Start over?”
“Alright. Second chance. Hi, I’m Malcolm 
Greene, Cole usually, and I’ve got a large number 
of severe allergies. I’m sure this information 
won’t impact your decisions, but I would like to 
tell you, right now, as we are first interacting for 
the first time.” 
“You act like my dad,” Maggie rolled her eyes. 
“But I have a question then.”
“Shoot,” Cole said, easily, as if the entire day 
wasn’t something surreal.
“What did you mean about dying for what you 
believe in?”
“Ah. That would be the allergies again. 
I’m allergic to more than you would believe, 
including legumes which makes getting protein 
from vegetable forms very difficult. When people 
began protesting the meat industry a decade ago, 
picketing and writing pamphlets to make sure 
people were aggressively informed, I was on 
board. I still am on board. I went cold turkey, 
pun intended, meat and animal by-product 
free.  I kept going with it for a couple of years, 
and I could kind of tell that I wasn’t getting 
everything I needed from my diet, but lots of 
people were struggling. Tons of vegetarians and 
vegans need to take vitamins and supplements 
and stuff to balance their diets. I figured it wasn’t 
any different, but then I was hospitalized for 
what should have been a super minor virus. The 
doctors made me visit a dietician, and what it 
came down to was go back to meat-based protein 
or suffer the consequences.”        
Eyes wide, “You’re telling me that you would 
literally die?
“I mean, it isn’t a certain thing, but my 
immune system was fragile enough that the 
doctors really, really insisted that I reintroduce 
meat to my diet. So, am I more than you 
bargained for, yet?”
“Don’t go making classic rock-based jokes at 
me, Cole Greene.”
“You don’t get to join terrorist groups and 
then complain about my sense of humor, Maggie 
Carraway.”
He instantly regretted the comment as her face 
shuttered and the light mood shattered. “Sorry, 
Maggie.” 
She shrugged, “You’re not wrong.”
“What’s in the blood, by the way? When you 
mix it up?”
She just gave him a look. 
“No, really. It’s really, uh. Convincing? Gross? 
I hate it, which means you’ve done your job.”
“It’s mostly corn syrup for body, cocoa powder 
for thickness, red food coloring for the red color, 
obviously, and onion flakes for grossness.” She 
still wasn’t looking at him. 
“Ah. Well, I am allergic to three fourths of that 
recipe, so I guess we can see why today didn’t go 
so well for me.” He tried to keep his voice light. 
If anything, she sunk further into her seat. 
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“Look, you’re trying to do a good thing, 
Maggie. But maybe go about it in a different way. 
Have you considered going into legislative work, 
instead of radical environmental groups?” 
“I haven’t, but I could. It’s just… it feels better 
to see results right away.”
“No meaningful progress happens instantly. 
There’s always a lot more going on behind 
the scenes. So, go be that instead of trying to 
change the few stragglers in a battle mostly won. 
There are certainly other issues worth becoming 
involved with. But not tonight.”
“Tonight?” She glanced at her smartwatch, 
“Oh shit! I should have been home an hour ago! 
My mom’s gonna kill me!” 
Cole smiled as she frantically snatched her 
backpack up from next to the doorway. “She 
won’t kill you. You’re a good kid, Maggie, just 
grow up a little more before you make any 
choices that are going to ruin your life.”
She rolled her eyes again and snickered, 
“Yeah, okay Mr. sage wisdom over here. Who 
even are you Cole? What do you even do with 
your time?”      













90 cows all black and white 
200 acres of green and yellow corn
A deep well on the outer age 
The forest that holds plenty of life
Dirt paths that show the way 
with 4 great hunting spots that you’ll have to find
One 12-point buck that you’ll never be able to catch
Maple trees with all the shade you could want
A white rustic house with forest green shudders
A yard where three children and a dog used to play
Rusty and dependable machines of every size
Not to mention a weather-beaten sturdy barn 
Everything has to leave,




How to Crack a Coconut
“Well, this sucks.”
Jan paddled the emergency slide with a spikey 
chunk of the fuselage. Between shark attacks, she 
wondered if the airline compensated per stroke 
or if it was a flat rate.
The sun was at that special thirty seconds 
where you can see its bottom dip under the 
water. It wasn’t blocked by the Earth yet. It 
floated under the sea, making the ocean pink. 
The jet fuel fire was also at that special thirty 
seconds—not flaming anymore, just flaring warmly 
and casting a pretty pink hue into the cloud of 
incinerated flight matching luggage. 
Jan bopped into a little reef and mercifully 
flopped out of the pink water and the pink sky 
onto the grey island, only half-dead.
She wheezed and was just about to die in peace 
when someone chucked a chunk of coral at her 
head.
“Ow! Ow! What?!”
“Sorry,” called a deep voice out the growing 
darkness. “You scared me. Thought you were a 
shark.”
Jan shrugged off the little, smarting bruise on 
her forehead. She was just glad to not be alone 
anymore. 
She called, “Are you hurt?” 
“No,” said the man. “Well, I am a bit chilly, 
but I’ll manage.”
“Oh,” said Jan, stroking the shark tooth 
scratches on her forearm. “How did you make it 
to the island?”
“Parachute,” the man answered.
“No kidding. How did you get one of those?”
“Suppose I got lucky.”
Odd thing to say. Jan squinted at that, making 
the world dimmer than it already was.
Deep snores came out the darkness. They 
were quickly joined by higher ones.
***
Jan woke to the unbearable glare of the sun 
off the lagoon. The little pool at the center of 
the donut isle shone pure white. She rose and 
stumbled around, blindly, only to whack her 
face against the woody scales of a palm tree. Jan 
tumbled back down and groped at the coral-ly 
ground. 
“Ah, you’re awake,” said the man, pulling 
down his shades.
He trundled up to the woman on the beach, 
his baggy trunks and Hawaiian shirt dancing in 
the wind as he held out his hand. Jan started 
to pull herself up on the stranger’s arm but 
collapsed as he gave it a little shake and said, “My 
name’s Gary.”
Jan wrestled her own self up, with a bit of help 
from the palm trunk. It did far more to help than 
Gary.
The woman overviewed the island. There was 
very little. You could lap the ringlet in less than 
a minute (with a little hop across the entrance 
to the lagoon). No greenery to be seen. The 
plane’s big yellow emergency slide had drifted 
away in the night, however one of its jets sat on 
a pile of charred shells, the turbine still spinning 
pathetically in the breeze. Gary’s parachute 
sprawled out next to the behemoth engine, 
twisted into a combination sleeping bag/pillow.
“Mind if we cut your chute in half?” asked Jan. 
“So, I can stay warm in the night?”
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Gary mumbled noncommittally, so Jan 
started hopping to pick prickly fronds from the 
tree to make a blanket. She glanced up to the 
undercarriage of the emaciated tree. Starved on a 
diet of pitiful, shelly soil, it bore no coconuts.
“What provisions do you have?” 
“What are provisions?” Gary asked.
Jan snagged a palm frond, then lost hold of it. 
As the knife-like leaf swatted her in the face, Jan 
grunted, “Do we have any food?!”
“I was gonna pick some oysters from the 
lagoon for lunch,” Gary offered. “Did you know 
they’re an aphrodisiac?”
Jan limped over to “Camp Gary” and leaned 
against the engine. “Here’s the problem,” she 
calculated to herself. “I can’t eat shellfish.”
“Oooh,” muttered Gary, seeing the problem. 
“Jewish, huh?”
“No… I’m allergic.”
“Well, that sucks,” said Gary over sloshing 
water as he waded into the lagoon. He leaned 
over, scraping a veritable captain’s platter out the 
knee-deep water. “But, like, you can eat other 
types of fish, right?” he asked with his butt toward 
Jan.
“Yeah… but how am I going to catch them? 
Real fish move around.”
“Sure, sure.”
Jan resigned herself. Big, dumb Gary wouldn’t 
be any help.
She noticed a large, brown coconut balanced 
atop the engine. Jan whacked the armored fruit 
three or four times on a sharp bit where the jet 
had broken loose from the wing. It amazed her 
how little effect that had.
“Hey, Gary? Do you know how to crack a 
coconut?”
Startled, Gary called back, “Don’t eat that!”




Jan rotated the coconut to see it had a smiley 
face scrawled on it with a bit of soot from the 
engine. 
“He’s an imaginary friend so I have somebody 
to talk to, so I don’t go insane.”
Jan sighed, “Like in Castaway?”
Gary yammered on, “I got the idea from that 
movie. Oh, what was it called?”
“It was called Castaway! And it’s a stupid 
movie and this is a stupid idea! I’m eating it!”
Gary started splashing out of the water, crying, 
“No! No! You can’t eat Bob!”
Jan held the coconut high out of Gary’s 
fumbling reach. “I’m eating him! It! I’m eating 
it!”
“You used his pronouns! That means you 
know it’s wrong!”
Jan chucked Bob into the sand and began to 
fiddle with a slender prong on the side of the 
engine.
Gary dropped to his knees and cradled Bob. 
“What are you doing,” he asked.
“Well, since you won’t let me eat your stupid 
imaginary friend, I guess I’m going spear fishing.”
Jan yanked off the long metal bit from the 
engine and a plume of dirty flames lapped the 
ground. Quickly, she refitted the component, 
searing her fingers.
Gary gawked at the pink-hot patch of coral at 
the foot of the jet. He contemplated, posing with 
his hand on his chin like The Thinker. Then 
he tossed one of his shells onto the smoldering 
ground and shouted, “Clam bake!” over the 
sizzle.
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As Jan wandered off, wondering whether 
or not to show the sharks a good time, Gary 
planned, “I’ll grill the clams, but keep the oysters 
raw. They’re only an aphrodisiac when they’re 
raw. But how do you tell clams from oysters?”
***
As Gary ate oysters and hummed yacht rock 
far too loudly, Jan pondered in the shade of the 
palm tree. He was a lumbering oaf. Even with 
hunger cramps coming on, she could definitely 
snatch his coconut out from under him. But that 
meant nothing if she couldn’t get it open. How do 
you crack a coconut?
“If you like piña coladas and getting caught in 
the rain…”
Gary downed another palmful of snotty 
shellfish with a wet, sucking slurp.
“If you like makin’ love at midnight in the 
dunes on the-”
Jan brought the coconut down onto the 
dumbass’ forehead with a THWONK that 
carried five nautical miles. Gary flopped over 
instantly.
Raspberry jam welled up in a little hole in 
bonehead’s skull. That sight mirrored the milky 
spittle bubbling up in Bob, The Coconut’s gaping 
mouth. 
Palming the betrayed fruit, Jan muttered, 
“Sorry,” and gave him a kiss. She gulped down all 
the coconut milk in a second, then pried Bob’s 
face in half to gnaw at his creamy, white flesh. 
The castaway surveyed her situation. Her 
tummy rumbled. The fuzzy, brown husk of 
the coconut lay, splayed on the ground. Her 
nutcracker lay dead. She’d murdered a man. 
The little patch of coral he’d cooked his clams 
on was still glowing pink.





Hidden Beach at Crater Lake
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The boxes made the attic feel like a wonderland—
cardboard chapels and hospitals 
and schoolyards
stood proud against the walls.
Dust coated their aging roofs
like a fresh blanket of snow
in a quaint little town
frozen in a moment of nostalgia.
In this town, I could be anything
and anyone
that I wanted to be.
So I was a banker, doctor,
lawyer, veterinarian,
and grocery store clerk
every evening after dinner.
The traffic in this town was never a blister
and I never had to wait in line
to buy a soda or a candy bar.
In fact,
I could sit on the old rocking chair
and look across the entire town square,
and not a single soul would pass me by.
Sure, it was lonely at times,
but I was never afraid
to walk the streets alone after dark,
and I could stay out past curfew
seven days a week.
The town is different now—
old, deserted,
and most of the buildings
have since been demolished—
but the streets still sound the same,










On March 26, 2015, I ran four miles 
competitively in a track meet. The very next 
day, I was admitted to Penn State Hershey 
Children’s Hospital and wasn’t allowed to take 
the stairs because that would be too much 
exertion for what remained of my body.
***
The initial recognition.
February 3, 2015  
Lord, you have seen what has been 
happening the past couple of months. I have 
been obsessing about my weight. I always 
thought that it was so stupid that girls wanted 
to be stick thin. I fell into that mindset… Lord, 
in my mind I am scared to regain that weight, 
but mom says I need to. Dad even looked 
teary while I talked to them this evening. I am 
terrified of the idea of gaining weight. I have 
devoted so much thought, time, and action 
to losing that weight. Please help me, Lord! I 
think the devil is using this mindset to draw my 
attention away from You. I have been focusing 
on myself more than You and others. Please 
forgive me. Help me to see that I am not fat. 
God, I want to serve You with every ounce of 
my body, and I can’t do that if I neglect Your 
temple’s (my body’s) needs. Please comfort 
Mom and Dad and help me to overcome this 
trial. May I serve You as earnestly as I have 
been serving myself, plus some. Thank You 
for staying with me and being here. I don’t 
deserve Your powerful love and grace, but You 
give it freely... Please help me to be wise in my 
decisions and honor You with every choice I 
make. 
***
You’re gonna miss this, you’re gonna want this 
back, you’re gonna - My fingers frantically fumble 
over the headboard shelf and vigorously tap 
my phone screen, cutting off Trace Adkins mid 
phrase. It’s 4:45am. I breeze past my parents’ 
door, pausing to listen for their sleepy breaths, 
and grace the steps as quietly as possible. I 
enter the kitchen with impending dread and 
anxious trepidation. I ease one of the bowls 
from the nest of others on the shelf. A month 
ago, I would’ve licked a cheerio and thrown it 
into the trash can so that I could rationalize my 
lie that I ate cheerios that morning, but I don’t 
try to justify my words anymore. My conscience 
glares at my thought process, but I don’t care. 
I pour milk into the bowl, swirling it around so 
it splashes the whole interior surface, seeking 
to dupe my parents for the upteenth time. I 
begin to pour it back into the jug, but the milk 
level is awfully close to the top. Mom probably 
looked at the milk level last night before bed. 
So instead, I pour a bowlful of milk, set the jug 
on the counter, and let a slow steady stream of 
white calories drain onto the metal surface. I 
don’t let it go straight into the drain for fear that 
the sink pipes will gurgle and alert the family of 
my hoax.
I feel an inkling of hunger, but it is drowned 
by a much, much stronger sense of satisfaction 
as I step out of the war zone. I hunker down 
on the living room carpet, grabbing a book so 
that I can fall on my stomach and flip a page 
if spotted. After my push-ups, I roll onto my 
back, wincing as my posterior superior iliac 
spines make contact with the hard floor. They 
protrude from my back and the skin over them 
is colored black and blue from the frequent 
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contact with the floor in crunch position. I 
grimace as I raise my legs and begin my ab 
regiment.
At 5:15am, I walk out the door donning 
my muck boots and carrying two large pieces 
of angel food cake in my hand. Once in the 
chicken run, hidden from view by the shed, I 
envelope the entire first piece of cake with my 
mouth. I chew ferociously, tasting the sugary 
goodness- and then I spit it out, the chickens 
careening out of the coop to pick up the 
calories I have discarded to their disposal. This 
way I was “enjoying” Mammaw’s angel food 
cake while fooling my parents into thinking that 
I ate cake, and I could do both without any 
caloric punishment. I repeat the practice with 
the second piece, and then with a little hop, I 
begin lifting my knees to my chest as quickly 
as possible, my feet pounding the ground 
in upbeat rhythm. Once I am wholly out of 
breath, I inhale deeply and perform the ol’ butt 
kickers that take me back to rec soccer warm-
ups, back when I was fat(ter). 
***
Circa April 20, 2015
I don’t know who I am. I thought I did. I 
was wrong. My life is completely controlled by 
food. My food intake and when I can burn off 
that food. I can’t relax. All I can think about 
is what would make me not gain weight… I 
am trapped. Jesus is the only way out. He is 
stretching to grab my and, but my heart won’t 
allow me to catch His saving help… I wish I 
could think about something other than food. 
It is very difficult. I feel like my life has lost all 
meaning. Satan’s voice in my head tells me I’m 
worthless…. I wish it would all stop...
***
The smell of deep-dish pizza and buttery 
garlic breadsticks wafted through the Pizza Hut. 
A family of four sat in the corner of the room, 
their red-cushioned booth lacking the happy 
chatter that filled the room. The young girl 
at the table, gaunt and hollow in appearance, 
looked miserable. Her leg nervously bounced 
under her. The woman at the table made a 
comment and the girl moved slowly nodded. 
When the woman turned away, the young 
gal lifted a napkin to her mouth, and her jaw 
opened widely before she rubbed the front of 
her mouth and tucked the crumpled napkin 
in her sweatshirt pocket. After a few minutes, 
pizza sauce-stained napkins laid crumpled on 
the family’s plates, and they all stood up to 
leave. The man and young boy walked out the 
door engaged in conversation, but the woman 
jerked to a stop and pointed at the young girl’s 
sweatshirt pouch, which bulged oddly. Paling 
like a bedsheet, the girl slowly moved her 
fingers into the pocket, pulling out a bundle 
of napkins. The woman snatched the napkins 
from the girl’s hand, opening them to reveal 
indistinguishable balls of partly chewed cheese. 
With a look of fury, the woman exclaimed, 
“You’ve got to be kidding me, Lila!” in an 
exasperated tone. “Looks like we’ll have to try 
dinner again at home!” She stormed out the 
door. Silently, lagging behind her family, the 
girl’s head drooped as her feet carried her out 
the door, into the rain, and across the parking 
lot. 
***
He coiled like an ivy vine around my brain, his 
tendrils penetrating the frontal lobe and all reasoning 
capabilities, clenching onto my every thought, word, 
and action so that they weren’t my own. As he 
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convinced me to shed weight, he ate away at the white 
and grey matter in my brain. He coursed his deceptively 
delicate ringlets through my mind, establishing new 
neural paths and abandoning the tried and true ones. 
He snaked down into my hypothalamus to barricade 
the signals that were to indicate hunger and fullness. I 
felt nothing physically. All I felt and registered was a 
burning desire to watch the scale’s number fall further 
as he suppressed serotonin synthesization. He didn’t 
stop his siege at the hypothalamus. He dove down and 
engulfed my heart, causing severe bradycardia, my heart 
slowing every day. His cirri wove through my whole 
body. What little my weak carcass could do to battle 
his invasion, it did. Lanugo, soft white hairs, grew all 
over my abdomen at an unprecedented rate to warm 
my insides. I lacked the energy stores to support my 
monthly proof  of  womanhood; the energy was better 
spent on life-sustaining functions. My blood vessels 
prioritized my organs and redirected blood flow from 
my extremities to my viscera, leaving my hands and feet 
cold and purple but keeping me alive… much to the 
ED’s dismay. 
***
The white paper crackled under me as I 
shifted my weight, trying to get comfortable. 
I began swinging my legs back and forth; a 
minute not burning calories was a minute more 
of weight accumulation. I hadn’t anticipated 
having a medical exam today, and this was the 
worst morning for me to have one. A year ago, 
I would’ve prayed if I was this stressed. Today, 
that didn’t cross my mind. My Lord had taken 
the backseat to my weight, and while I knew 
that was wrong, I made excuses. RAP-RAP-
RAP, harsh knuckles berated the door. Before 
I could make a sound, the door opened, and 
Dr. O strided across the room in those 4 inch 
heels and that stiff hair that dared not shift 
out of place. She washed her hands, staring 
at the water as she asked me her questions. 
Had I skipped, skimped, or both? Any pain 
or sickness? Any sign of menstruation? I 
rattled off my “nos”, pausing and sighing in 
disappointment before the third. I needed to 
get my monthly visitor back if I was ever gonna 
break out of this joint and be free to lose weight 
again. She pulled on her gloves, her dark soul-
searchers meeting my own fear-filled windows, 
and unwrapped the coiled stethoscope from her 
neck. My heart lunged forward as she told me 
to lie back on the padded table. I craned my 
neck so I could watch her. 
“Deep breath… Deep breath…” she 
instructed. I obeyed, catching my breath with 
each lucky miss. Then, - clank. She frowned 
and peered at the bell of the stethoscope, 
tapping it against whatever was resting on my 
bony hips. “What is that?” I was caught like a 
deer in the headlights. Fear encapsulated my 
racing heart. This was not good. She whipped 
up my shirt and saw the clip, yanking the 
Leatherman off of my waistband. She ran her 
hand around my waist and pulled the other 
three knives off of the elastic. “Oh my. Do you 
have any others on you?” 
“No, I promise, I don’t,” I said, trying to win 
a touch of approval despite the condemning 
circumstance. She held the four weapons in 
a fist, whipped around, and clacked away on 
those signature heels of hers. Instinctively, 
as she left me by my lonesome, I hopped off 
of the table and began doing squats. Every 
opportunity to exercise had to be seized and 
utilized to the fullest. Now I was in trouble. 
What to do, what to do! There was nothing I 
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could say or do to heal this offense. Mom was 
going to be absolutely LIVID. 
Dr. O must’ve moved fast, because I was 
only on squat 11 when the click-clack-ing of 
her heels in the hallway sent me scrambling 
back onto the table. She burst through the 
cracked door, not making eye contact with me 
but plopping onto her stool. My mom followed 
closely behind her, looking confused. I realized 
that Dr. O hadn’t disclosed my crime yet. My 
eyes darted from Dr. O, to Mom, to the floor. 
Dr. O shuffled a paper or two and then lifted 
her fist above the counter, letting the contents 
clatter onto the table. Mom’s eyes bulged. I 
apathetically zoned out as Dr. O, unflappable 
as always, dove into a spiel directed towards 
my mother. Even this didn’t seem to surprise 
Dr. O or ruffle her feathers, so I wondered 
what could. What other extremes had patients gone 
to to fool the scales? I wondered, not only out of 
curiosity, but wanting some new ideas since this 
one crashed and burned?
***
May 25, 2015
I admitted I lied on my food records for 
Program. Mom yelled, slammed, swore, and 
screamed in my face, made me look at anorexic 
girl pics, so on. I understand her frustration 
though. I would have been madder… Dad 
quietly sat on my bed with me this evening 
and was super understanding. He shared his 
struggles with selfishness when I shared mine, 
and I told him he was one of the last people 
in the world I’d describe as selfish. He said 
he isn’t perfect and he doesn’t expect me to 
be. He said he just would like me to learn 
from my mistakes. He always finishes with an 
awesome Dad hug which seems to cure all… 
He is really helpful and forgiving. I want to 
be as understanding as he is. I love my dad, 
mom, and Zeke and all my other family. Dad 
always gently reminds me I am to serve the 
Lord, while Mom tends to say sadly true, 
unexaggerated things like E.D. is my god, etc, 
but it is true; I just appreciate Dad’s style. The 
Lord gave me the best parents and brother in 
the world...
***
scale. fatigue. cold… so cold. worthless. 
plead. freed. sneak. physique. tremble. anger. 
obsessed. possessed. misery. inconceivable. 
unachievable. calories. empty. weigh. 
fail. concaved. depraved. trapped. lipids. 
inescapable. tears. prozac. die. lie. mortify. 
choice. wretch. paranoia. numb…
***
“Get out of me.” I ground my teeth, seething 
at the despicable face in the mirror. My eyes 
scrolled up and down the body, scantily clad 
in the privacy of my bedroom in an empty 
house. While the body in the mirror belonged 
to the speaker, the eyes burned with hatred as 
if reckoning with the fallen angel the demand 
was directed towards. “Get out of meee.” I 
drew out the last syllables so that he knew I 
was serious. My eyebrows furrowed and my 
head tilted downward, but I dared not take my 
eyes off of the mirror. “Get out of me.” My 
angry voice gained confidence and volume. I 
raised my clenched fists from both sides and 
pounded them downward, rattling the chains 
around them. I shrieked with red face and tears 
now freely flowing down my cheeks, “BURN 
IN HELL, SATAN! LOOK WHAT YOU’VE 
DONE TO ME! BURN IN HELL, BURN IN 
HELLLL!” I collapsed on my carpet, pounding 
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the floor, wailing at the feet of the wicked 
master who stood over me, chortling at my 
agony.
Weak from exhaustion, something picked 
me up, like a mother cat lifting her fragile 
kitten by the scruff. I locked onto the image 
in the mirror, the inflamed, puffy face whose 
eyes begged for release. “God, please... Lord, 
rescue me,” my whisper caught as I stifled a 
sob. “I can’t do this… Father, you know I don’t 
want to be healed. You know I want to hold 
onto this, even though it is strangling me… yet 
I will ask in faith, please heal my mind. I plead 
that you would hear these insincere prayers 
and act on them. Eradicate me of me, and fill 
me with You.” And with that, I slowly turned 
around, a bit light-headed, and gently lifted 
my t-shirt from the floor, slipping it over my 
head. My fingers brushed over the skirt left in 
a clump on the floor, holding the waistband 
as I stepped into it. I gave the ghastly profile 
in the mirror one last glance before resigning 
that it was pointless to dwell on that which I 
could not change. I was trapped, hopelessly 
shackled. The only One who could save me 
had been implored, and there was nothing else 
I could do. I schlepped out of my dwelling and 
thoughtlessly descended the stairs.
***
May 26, 2015  6:18am
… Mom sent me out because she said she 
didn’t want to be around me. She also just told 
me that I need to go on medication, even if it 
zones me out... I’m not allowed up except to 
use the bathroom. She won’t let me close the 
door to the bathroom. I’ve never even purged… 
she made me get my 38 cal. from my room and 
made Zeke hide it. I think that freaked Zeke 
out. I have ruined everyone’s lives! I have been 
completely self-obsessed with my appearance. I 
have never really felt pretty, so I guess I thought 
if I was skinny, at least I’d have something 
going for me...
***
My mind whirred with anxiety and 
embarrassment. The calendar cubes in front 
of me displayed today’s date, May 26th. I sent 
Pastor a half-hearted grin, my eyes undoubtedly 
testifying to my discomfort with the situation. 
He gave a genuine grin back and inquired, 
“So Lila, what has the Lord been doing in your 
life?” I thought, and then replied in a defeated 
tone, 
“Pastor, I don’t know.” We talked for a few 
minutes, and then Pastor reclined in his chair, 
his hands in front of him with fingertips resting 
against one another, his go-to thinking position. 
“Lila, you are an inner rebel. You comply 
on the outside, but you stand as steel on the 
inside.” He added with a laugh, “You are quite 
the snotty little brat!” My eyes widened in 
surprise as he spoke truth, something I wasn’t 
used to hearing or thinking about these days. 
We discussed the pride that I exuded as I 
believed that I knew better than the doctors and 
my parents.
“Have you apologized?” he asked. 
“Not recently, because I feel like my ‘sorry’ 
has lost all meaning. I repent, but then I just fall 
back into the same sins over and over-” 
He cut me off, “Lila, that is ridiculous. Turn 
to Matthew 18, and read verses 21 and 22 
aloud.” I read the verses, pausing before I do 
not say to you seven times, but seventy-seven 
times. “Girl, you are responsible for apologizing 
and changing your behavior, but if you fall back 
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into sin, you are still called to repent each time, 
and your parents are called by these verses to 
graciously extend forgiveness every time.” I 
didn’t know how to respond. He was right, but 
I still felt so guilty at the idea of saying empty 
words. They’d imply a resolution to change, 
and while I desired a mind transformation, I 
had no intentions of relenting to weight gain. 
As the session closed, Pastor looked me dead 
in the eyes and said, “You really need to 
eliminate your pride. Eating isn’t the big issue.” 
I perked up. He continued, “If you don’t deal 
with that disgusting pride, you will just find 
another area of your life to rule besides food. 
Your vanity and demand for control must die.” 
I nodded vigorously. I could totally see what 
he was saying; I was so wrapped up in myself! 
The challenge would be practicing what he 
preached...
***
While not carnal, the addiction inflicted 
excruciating pain, wreaked havoc on my relationships, 
and left scars that are still healing today. The 
healthcare vernacular labeled the aggressor an eating 
disorder, anorexia nervosa, to be exact. My mom 
dubbed it ED; she loathed him. This devilish fiend 
fooled me into thinking that he was part of  me, an 
immovable companion there to generously aid me in 
my drive for perfection, attention, praise, significance, 
and identity. He failed to fulfill a single one of  those 
promises. He gave me nothing, but instead ripped 
everything out of  my grasp: my health, my family, my 
friends, my body, my mind, my joy, my peace, my God, 
and the precious blessing we call normalcy. 
***
-How I imagined demons dialoguing about 
me. Inspired by C.S. Lewis’s Screwtape 
Letters.-
I am delighted by the potential havoc that we 
may cause in this young human’s life. Although 
she has said that she sacrificed her life to our 
Enemy’s [Yahweh’s] Will, you can’t possibly 
miss, even in your elementary status, her lust 
for control. Her appetency is for the approval 
and envy of her peer mortals, not the divine 
Creator. We mustn’t count our serpents before 
they’ve hatched though. Even though that fool 
is swirling in her own egomania, she is still 
an adopted child of the Enemy, and He is a 
ferocious Father that we must avoid. He’ll let 
us tempt, but don’t get carried away and try to 
push the limits… you’ll regret it when that Last 
Day comes. But enough of that, let’s discuss 
the meat-of-a-being you are dealing with. This 
case was reserved for you because of the past 
success rate of other novice tempters. There 
aren’t many who have failed, so you don’t want 
to face our father below without at least some 
of her blood on your hands. She’s a sure case 
and my stress on the ease of this job should 
cause you to tremble a bit… it’s our way. Fear 
and confusion are beautiful things... [but] as 
entertaining as is to watch fear spread across 
their sick faces, too much fear can cause them 
to scramble for a Steadfast Stronghold... But 
cause me to cling to my Heavenly Father is 
exactly what this experience did! While I am 
ashamed of the years I spent enslaved to this 
disorder and sin pattern, the sovereign Lord 
rescued me, and I glorify Him all the more 
because of it. He was a faithful cleft for me 
through it all, and I now can reflect on His past 







Hide and Don’t Peek
“Seventeen…eighteen…nineteen…twenty! 
Ready or not, here I come!”
The last of the frantic rustling and scraping 
of feet quieted as I peeled my hands from my 
face. I looked around, glancing over the brush 
and fallen trees in hopes of seeing any inkling 
of movement. But I knew I wasn’t going to see 
anything. This wasn’t the type of hide-and-seek 
where the Hiders grew antsy after a couple of 
minutes. No, this was different. 
During last year’s game, Oliver Tomes won 
after spending seven hours in a homemade pitfall 
trap covered in branches and dead brush. He 
set himself up with a canteen of water, two ham 
salad sandwiches, and his mom’s puzzle book. 
Rumor has it that he even stole a copy of Playboy 
from his brother’s room to pass the time.
He probably jerked off  to the pages that look like 
Sally, I thought. Smirking, I wiped my hands on 
my jeans and said a silent prayer, thanking God 
for the sleepaway camp that kept Oliver out of 
this year’s game. I was nervous—of course I was 
nervous during my first game as Seeker—but 
I didn’t want it to show. I couldn’t show any 
weakness, not after what happened last year. 
I shook the nerves from my mind and watched 
as a squirrel made its lazy descent down an old 
oak tree, wondering how many of its hidden 
acorns we destroyed over the years. It chittered, 
watching something else move in the brush 
behind it. I hesitated, eager to see if the squirrel 
had discovered a Hider, but nervous that the 
squirrel had found the “what if” lurking in the pit 
of my stomach. After all, this was the same tree 
where it happened.
I was Hider during last year’s game. It was my 
first game. Despite having been old enough the 
year prior, a concussion and seventeen stitches 
pushed my debut back a year. I was ecstatic when 
it finally came time for me to play. I hid beneath 
that old oak, wedged between a large root and 
a boulder. I covered myself in dead leaves and 
branches, careful to keep my feet tucked behind 
the rocks. I was only a foot away from Tucker 
Charles, a notoriously big and aggressive player, 
and I knew even the slightest nudge would 
guarantee my demise.
Tucker was a Hider my first year, and he was 
not happy about it. Tucker was the type of guy 
who took pride in being the Seeker. He loved 
the thrill of sneaking up on the Hiders, especially 
the smaller ones. He would yank them to their 
feet and throw them back down, whooping and 
gloating in their faces before they even realized 
they had been found. So, when Adrian found 
Tucker only fifteen minutes into the Game, 
chaos erupted. 
Tucker rose from his hiding spot across from 
me and lifted Adrian to his face. “It’s hide-and-
go-seek, not hide-and-go-peek you rat-bellied 
cheater!”
Tucker’s words were loud, but the silence 
following the crunch of Adrian’s body slamming 
against the boulder was louder.  That was the 
only time in the history of the Game where no 
winner was recorded and where the Seeker was 
the only body not accounted for in the final tally. 
***
As I stood and stared at the three where 
last year’s game unraveled, I could still hear  
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Adrian’s screams as Tucker held him by the 
collar and bellowed in his face. I sighed deeply 
and watched as the squirrel shimmied down 
the tree and disappeared behind the rocks. I 
followed it, silently praying that it was leading me 
to another player. 
“Please be a Hider, please be a Hider,” I 
whispered, not caring that my words and ragged 
breathing were enough to alert the Hiders that 
I was on my way. The crunching of the leaves 
and twigs beneath my feet echoed in my ears, 
every step a cacophony of agonizing sounds. I 
fumbled with the switch on my flashlight, the 
bulb flickering on and back off.
“C’mon, don’t do this to me,” I mumbled, 
smacking the head of the flashlight against my 
palm. The light returned and I shakily continued 
my path.
As I neared the boulder, I began to hear a 
faint snarling; it sounded like an animal, a dog 
maybe, but muffled as if something were in 
its mouth. The light flickered off again and I 
brought it back again with another smack against 
my palm. I moved the beam of light around, 
letting it fall across the side of the boulder where 
an oddly shaped shadow caught my eye. At this 
point, the Game had completely left my mind. 
I was no longer the Seeker; I was just scared. 
Scared, and alone.
I stared at the shadow and listened closer to 
the animalistic noises coming from behind the 
tree. As I walked behind the tree trunk, I let 
the light drift slowly to the ground, illuminating 
a figure laying against the base of the boulder. 
Standing above the figure was a dog, its ribcage 
bulging beneath its mange-ridden skin. The dog 
was gnawing on a bone still covered in blood and 
bits of flesh. As I took a step closer, I saw that 
the body laying on the ground was missing a leg.
I covered my mouth and crouched down, 
trying to figure out who it was. Its face was 
masked with a bandana, and unless I moved it, 
I wouldn’t know who I was looking at. Reaching 
out, my hand landed on something soft—
something soft, squishy, and cold.
“What the—” I yanked my hand back as the 
body’s head fell against the rock with a sickening 
thud and an eyeball rolled towards me. I leapt to 
my feet, the light from my flashlight catching my 
attention. The beam of light pointed me towards 
a message scrawled on the side of the rock:
“HIDE AND DON’T PEEK”
I took a step backwards, my heel catching on 
the body’s remaining leg. I tumbled towards the 
ground, my head hitting the edge of the boulder. 
Blood ran from the side of my forehead like 
it had two years prior, and I cursed my lack of 
control for letting myself get caught up in the 
Game. It wasn’t for me—it never was, just like 
it never was for Adrian. This game was made 
for people like Oliver Tomes, who hide out in 
bunkers and creep on his friends’ older sisters on 
the weekends; for people like Tucker Charles, 
who beat the snot out of anyone he can get ahold 
of, whether they crossed him or not. The Game 
was not for me, and yet, here I was, sitting in 
the mud across from a stray dog, watching as it 
devoured a corpse, my hand millimeters away 
from an eyeball.
Groaning, I stood up and wiped my hands on 
my shirt. I was wobbly, the familiar sensations of 
wooziness and nausea settled into my stomach 
like old friends. I bent over on the tree trunk 
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as my lunch made its second appearance. I 
wiped my mouth on my sleeve and decided I 
had enough. I turned around, reaching for my 
flashlight, ready to let this night and the Game 
behind me.
“Where do you think you’re going?” a voice 
appeared out of the darkness. “Going home? 
Nah, we can’t have another rat-bellied cheater 
ruining the Game just like last year, now can 
we?”
I turned around and was met with a sinister 
grin and that was easily a foot taller and twice as 
wide as I was. A hand grabbed me by the collar 
and raised me off my feet.
“Please, Tucker—”
Tucker put his hand over my face and 
squeezed. “Shh, let’s not make a scene, okay? 
You saw what happens when you make a show 
out of this. Nobody even comes to clean up,” 
he chuckled and nodded towards the body on 
the ground. “I’m surprised that it took a whole 
year for ol’ Fido here to dig him up. Even this 
stray mutt didn’t want anything to do with that 
whiner!” 
“Put me down, please Tucker! Please, you can 
have my spot, okay? You can have it, I swear!”
“Oh, I’ll have your spot alright. I’ll tell them 
you got so scared that you pissed yourself and 
ran off, begging for me to be the Seeker instead. 
How does that sound?” Tucker chuckled again, 
raising his other hand and placing it on the side 
of my head. “And hey, if you make this easy for 
me, I won’t even tell them that you peeked. It’ll 
be just like going to sleep.”
I didn’t even register the pain of Tucker 








There’s a whole block in town
where only writers live.
In fact, it’s quite renown
for the service it gives.
You see, when writers don’t know
what to write,
this “Writer’s Block” is where they go
for a couple nights.
Some stay a very long time,
some only a day
‘til they are inspired by reason or rhyme,
and finally go their own ways.
I’ve gone there before,
once or twice a week,
but I’ve gotten quite poor,
and my brain’s sprung a leak.
It’s costly to live in Writer’s Block.
Each night is worth a brand
new word like riggamarock
or maybe even fervitrand.
That’s why you never ever will see
words like those
in the pages of your dictionary
nor in a work of prose.
It’s all because of that one block in town
capable of dragging
writers all the way back down
to grocery store bagging.
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